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ABSTRACT 
The Result of Establishing Reinforcement Value for Reading on Reading Achievement in Fourth 
Graders 
Brittany D. Bly 
Researchers and educators agree that reading comprehension and interest in reading are strong 
predictors of future success in academics. I studied the effects of establishing interest for reading 
(i.e. increased reinforcement value for reading) and reading achievement with 4th grade students. 
In Experiment I, I tested the correlations between a measure of reinforcement value for reading 
level (determined by a 20-min, 10s whole interval probe session) and reading achievement tests 
of 30 fourth-grade students. The reading achievement tests measured passage comprehension, 
literary comprehension, informational comprehension, and vocabulary. I found significant 
correlations between reinforcement value for reading and all reading achievement measures. In 
Experiment II, using a pre- and postintervention design with a multiple probe logic, I tested the 
effects of establishing a level of interest in reading (CR+ for reading) through a 4-step, peer-
collaborative procedure on reading achievement outcomes for 6 fourth grade students. The 4-step 
procedure included 1) shared reading period, 2) vocabulary task 3) independent reading period, 
and 4) a comprehension drawing task. The establishment of CR+ for reading in all 6 participants 
resulted in grade-level increases from 0.8-4.1 in WJ-IV passage comprehension, -0.4- 2.3 in WJ-
IV vocabulary, and 0.2-2.3 in Gray Silent Reading Tests (GSRT). In Experiment III, I conducted 
a component analysis to test the significance of the independent and shared reading component 
of the 4-step peer-collaborative procedure. Using a simultaneous treatment design with a built-in 
crossover, I studied the effects a Collaborative Independent Reading Treatment (CIR) and 
Collaborative Shared Reading Treatment (CSR) on establishing CR+ for Reading and the overall 
effect it had on reading achievement. The 4-step peer-collaborative procedure was the same 
except students were either exposed to only shared or independent reading and not the other. 
Participants were yoked into dyads across treatment conditions and completed intervention with 
a partner in the same treatment condition. Participants in the CIR treatment met CR+ for reading 
in 1 phase while participants in the CSR treatment did not meet CR+ for reading in 1 phase. The 
establishment of CR+ for reading in the CIR treatment group resulted in grade-level increases 
from 1.2 to 3.4 in the WJ-IV passage comprehension, 0.4 to 4.5 in the WJ-IV vocabulary, and -
1.2 to 4.3 in the GSRT. Without the establishment of CR+ for reading in the CSR treatment 
group, grade-level increases for WJ-IV passage comprehension was -1 to 2.1, WJ-IV vocabulary 
was -0.9 to 0, and GSRT was -0.3 to 1.5). I conducted a crossover treatment where participants in 
the CSR treatment group underwent the CIR treatment procedure. All 4 participants met acquired 
CR+ for reading in 1 phase of the intervention and increases were 0.6 to 2.2 for WJ-IV passage 
comprehension, 0.8 to 4.3 for WJ-IV vocabulary, and -0.5 to 2.7 for GSRT. The CIR treatment 
procedure was more effective in, not only establishing reinforcement value for reading, but also 
in increasing reading achievement in a very short amount of time.  
Keywords: conditioned reinforcement, reading achievement, reading comprehension, 
reading interest, reinforcement value, vocabulary 
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With regard to conditioned reinforcement for reading content, B. F. Skinner proposed:  
  
 It is difficult in the present system to teach a student to read for mere enjoyment. The 
 wrong contingencies are at work. Most schools are proud of what their students are 
 reading: ‘Oh well, but in the tenth grade we teach Dostoevsky.’ They probably do, but 
 how many students are reinforced when reading Dostoevsky at that age and continue to 
 read because they are? It’s a serious question. By scheduling reading material so that the 
 student is reinforced at the right time, we can “hook” him so that he will go on reading 
 more and more difficult things and continue to read throughout his life. (Evans, 1968, p. 
 73) 
In behavior analysis, we describe an engaged reader as a person for whom reading has a high 
reinforcement value, such that the content of the text maintains his or her sustained attention 
(Evans, 1968; Hill-Powell, 2015; Skinner, 1957; Tsai & Greer, 2006). Engaged readers read 
independently and often, not only because they can, but because they derive reinforcement from 
reading the content of the text (Bryan, Fawson, & Reutzel, 2003; Guthrie & Wigfield, 1997; 
Guthrie, Schafer, & Huang 2001; Wigfield et al., 2008). Conversely, non-engaged readers are 
passive and inactive towards reading and derive little reinforcement from reading (Bryan, et al., 
2003; Guthrie & Wigfield, 2000; Hielbert, Wilson, & Trainin, 2010).  
 As opposed to non-engaged readers, students who engage in high-frequency reading tend 
to have increased reading achievement scores in comprehension, vocabulary, and fluency (Block, 
Cleveland, & Reed, 2006; Cumiskey Moore, 2017; Wigfield, et al, 2008; Wu & Samuel, 2005). 
Furthermore, De Naeghel et al., (2012) emphasized that autonomous motivation for independent 
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reading increased quality reading and better reading performance as children grew older; that is, 
the amount of time a child spends independently reading directly predicts reading achievement 
(Cox & Guthrie, 2001; Guthrie, Wigfield, Metsala, & Cox, 1999). 
 Despite the extensive literature on reading motivation, reading frequency, and reading 
achievement, there are surprisingly few studies examining effective interventions to increase 
frequency and duration of independent reading in students.  Even fewer studies evaluate such 
interventions leading to significant advancement in reading comprehension at the upper 
elementary level (Al Otaibla, 2018; Wanzek et al., 2017). This leads us to several gaps in the 
current literature on reading and reading achievement.  
 One gap in research is the implementation of observational measures of motivation, 
though many studies implement the use of a questionnaire to determine level of motivation for 
reading (Cox et al., 2001; De Naeghel et al., 2012; Guthrie et al., 2007; Guthrie et al., 1999). 
Although many interventions have been developed to improve reading achievement, few target 
the establishment of interest in or motivation for reading that can be measured directly or 
experimentally (Tsai & Greer, 2006).   
 Another gap is a lack of experiments testing the effectiveness of teacher- and peer-
collaborative reading interventions to increase motivation for reading and reading achievement. 
Examples of these interventions include, Sustained Silent Reading (SSR), Guided Repeated Oral 
Reading (GROR), and Concept-Oriented Reading Instruction (CORI) (Alexander & Murphy, 
1998; Baker, Dreher, & Guthrie, 2000; De Naeghel et al., 2012; Cumiskey Moore, 2017; Guthrie 
et al., 2007; Mckenna & Kear, 1990). Although these interventions include a peer or teacher-
collaborative elements, not many have been studied experimentally to identify functional 
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components that increase reinforcement value, motivation, or gains in achievement (Bryan et al., 
2003; Efta, 1984; Kamil 2003; Manning & Manning, 1984; National Reading Panel, 2000).   
 For example, Bryan et al. (2003) conducted a study implementing the use of a teacher led 
literary discussion during SSR. The experimenters measured off-task behavior of three students 
who were not engaged readers during silent reading time. Bryan et al. implemented a reading 
intervention utilizing book discussion with an adult after 10-min of independent reading. 
Students’ off-task behaviors decreased during and after the intervention. Although this 
intervention is an important step in the right direction in terms of social interactions paired with 
reading, it would be impossible to measure whether or not the students were actually reading 
with only the measurement of off-task behaviors.  
 Furthermore, Trainin et al., (2015) determined that approximately 20 percent of fourth 
graders do not engage in reading during silent reading periods and suggest that this is why there 
are not many studies of the benefits of silent reading (Griffith & Rasinski, 2004; Kim, Wagner, 
& Foster, 2011; Trainin, Hiebert, & Wilson, 2015). In addition, teachers do not implement 
independent, silent reading to practice reading because they cannot determine whether the 
students can read the books they select (Donovan, Smolkin, & Lomax, 2000; Hiebert et al., 
2010) However, one way to determine engagement in context is to measure the eye-movement of 
a student during reading sessions (Brenner & Hiebert, 2010; Samuels, Hiebert, & Rasinski, 2010; 
Vorstius, Radach, & Lonigan, 2014). It is important that this procedure objectively defines and 
measures eye-tracking behavior to determine whether a student is engaged in silent reading, thus 
indicating a reinforcement value of reading. 
 In our laboratory, Cumiskey Moore (2017) utilized an eye-tracking measurement to 
determine the level of interest in reading (i.e., reinforcement value for reading) during a 20-min 
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silent reading session. The purpose of the study was to (a) measure correlations between levels of 
reinforcement value of reading and reading achievement scores and, (b) study the effects of 
establishing reinforcement value of reading (CR+ for reading) through a peer-collaborative 
multicomponent procedure on reading achievement gains. The multicomponent procedure 
included four steps: (1) a shared reading component, (2) a vocabulary component, (3) an 
independent reading component, and (4) a comprehensive drawing task. Cumiskey Moore 
utilized an eye-tracking procedure to measure the level of reinforcement value a student had for 
reading. If the student read for 80% of the 10 s whole intervals of a 20-min reading session, they 
had CR+ for reading. The peer-collaborative procedure not only established reinforcement value 
for reading for all four participants, but also functioned to increase reading achievement scores 
by 1-2 grade levels (Cumiskey Moore, 2017).  
  After a thorough examination of current literature on reading motivation, reading 
achievement and the association between them, several gaps in research emerged. The first gap 
was that not many studies outside behavior analysis examined operative interventions to 
establish reinforcement value for reading. Even fewer studies utilized reliable measures to 
indicate observable increases in actual reading (Bryan et al., 2003; Tsai & Greer, 2006; Vorstius, 
et al., 2014). 
 Secondly, even though there were many studies that examined the correlations between 
motivation and reading achievement, (Guthrie et al., 1997; Guthrie et al., 2007, Guthrie et al., 
1999) not many studied the relation between the two. The third gap is a lack in research on 
effective peer-collaboration interventions to increase motivation and reading achievement. 
Wigfield and Guthrie (2000) emphasize the importance of using socialization to increasing 
motivation for reading but did not provide evidence testing interventions utilizing peers to 
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increase motivation or interest in reading (Wentzel & Wigfield, 1998; Wentzel, 1996; Wigfield, 
Gladstone & Turci, 2016).  
 The purpose of the present study is to examine the relation between CR+ for reading and 
reading achievement in typically developing fourth grade students. In Experiment I, I test the 
correlations between levels of reinforcement value for reading and measures of reading 
achievement. In Experiment II, I test the effects of using a peer-collaborative multicomponent 
procedure to increase reinforcement value for reading while also examining pre- and post-
reading achievement measures. In my second paper, I conducted a component analysis of the 
peer-collaborative, multicomponent procedure to determine the impact of independent or silent 
reading on (a) reinforcement value for reading (CR+ for reading) and, (b) reading achievement. 
Both papers add to the growing body of research on reading instruction with the correlation 
measures for Experiment I (N=30), and single-case designs for Experiment II (n=6), and 
Experiment III (n=8).  
 The present studies are significant and crucial to the developing body of research on 
reading motivation, reading achievement, and reading interventions.  By utilizing 10s whole 
intervals during a 20-min reading session, I used an eye-tracking procedure to measure the CR+ 
for reading level for students which functioned as the primary measure of reinforcement value 
during all three experiments. The present papers present significant results that fill in gaps of 
current research on reading interventions such as: (a) using direct and experimental observations 
to measure levels of motivation/interest in reading (i.e. CR+ for reading), (b) identifying the 
impact a peer-collaborative procedure has on establishing CR+ for reading, (c) identifying a 
functional relation between establishing CR+ for reading and gains in reading achievement, and 
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(d) identifying which components of the peer-collaborative, multicomponent procedure are 
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Chapter II 
STUDY I MANUSCRIPT 
Abstract 
We conducted 2 experiments to test the relation between reading interest and achievement scores 
of participants (n = 30). In Experiment I, we observed significant positive correlations between 
reinforcement the value of reading, measured through a 20 min 10 s whole interval eye-tracking 
probe conditioned reinforcement for reading (CR+ for reading), and reading achievement scores. 
In Experiment II, we used a pre-and post-intervention design with multiple probe logic to test the 
effect of the establishment of a high interest in reading or conditioned reinforcement for reading 
(CR+ for reading) on reading achievement. We paired 6 participants into 3 dyads for the 
intervention. None of participants had CR+ for reading as measured by eye-movement across a 
page during a 20-min probe.  We implemented a 4-step, peer contingency procedure to enhance 
the interest in reading content. This procedure included 1) participants reading a novel 
reciprocally, 2) defining unknown words in passage read, 3) silent reading, 4) selecting and 
drawing a paragraph from the book. The dependent variables in Experiment II were measures of 
reading comprehension and vocabulary. Results indicated significant mean increases in grade-
levels across all students for the Woodcock Johnson comprehension (+1.95) and vocabulary tests 
(+0.3), as well as the Gray Silent Reading Tests (+1.0) in a maximum of 9 pairing sessions. 
 Keywords: conditioned reinforcement for reading, interest in reading, reading 
achievement, reading comprehension, vocabulary 
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The Result of Enhancing the Value of Reading on Reading Achievement in Fourth Graders 
 Students in the United States underperform in reading comprehension as opposed to 
students in other countries (U.S. Department of Education, 2017). Sixty-three percent of fourth 
grade students in the nation performed at or below the Basic achievement level of reading 
(partial mastery of fundamental skills). Only 36 percent performed at or above Proficient level 
(demonstrating competency over challenging subject matter) (U.S. Department of Education, 
2017). It is important to identify the components of effective instruction to increase reading 
achievement in education (Hiebert & Raphael, 1996; Guthrie, Wigfield, & Perencevich, 2004). 
Reading comprehension becomes significantly more important in the upper elementary grades as 
the focus of reading shifts from decoding and fluency to text and inference-based comprehension 
(Sweet & Snow, 2003; Guthrie, et al., 2004). Comprehension consists of unseen, “complex 
thinking behavior” (Layng, Sota, & Leon, 2011), meaning an individual may accurately and 
fluently decode a given passage but might not comprehend the text. Layng et al. suggests 
comprehension is measured by specific changes in referent behaviors that are a function of 
changes in the text and a knowledge of the vocabulary. Increases in vocabulary are a result of 
students reading recreationally. If students do not choose to read, they continue to fall behind in 
vocabulary and reading achievement (Juel, 1988). 
Recently, the problem in reading achievement has been a lack of comprehension. The 
Common Core State Standards (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010) emphasizes the importance of 
students analyzing and comprehending complex texts as they progress through grade levels 
(Spichtig, Hiebert, Vorstius, Pascoe, Pearson & Radach, 2016). This is a challenge for students 
who are not proficient readers and lack fluency in grade-level texts. It is important for 
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researchers to identify and target behavioral and cognitive components of reading to increase 
achievement. 
 Reading motivation and engagement are two components that play a significant role in 
developing reading skills and comprehension (McGeown, Duncan, Griffins & Stothard, 2015; 
Guthrie et al., 2004; Wigfield & Guthrie, 1997). One way a reader demonstrates engagement 
with a text is by the amount of time spent observing a text (Guthrie et al., 2004; Berliner, 1979; 
Dolezal, Welsh, Pressley, & Vincent, et al., 2003; Stipek, 2002). The motivation to read 
increases as a student is attending to the content of a text by visually tracking across printed 
words. Repeated reading exposes the reader to new vocabulary, resulting in increases in 
proficiency in reading comprehension (Guthrie et al., 2004).  
 McGeown et al. (2015) and Wigfield and Guthrie (1997) report that adolescents who 
demonstrate an interest in reading are motivated to attend to a reading task, and as a result, gain a 
deeper understanding of the text. This information contributes to the importance of 
understanding components of reading (e.g., motivation or reinforcement value) that might be 
missing from the repertoires of a poor reader. Targeting procedures to enhance or establish 
interest for the content of reading shows promise (McGeown et al., 2015; Guthrie, Wigfield, 
Metsala, & Cox, 1999; Stipek, 1996). Getting children to engage in and read books is an 
important component in increasing reading repertoires.  Studies in applied behavior analysis 
have tested interventions to establish interest in first steps of reading (e.g., motivation to decode) 
(Pereira-Delgado, Greer, Speckman & Goswami, 2009; Tsai & Greer, 2006). But there are few 
studies outside of behavior analysis devoted to interventions to establish motivation for reading. 
 Behavior-analytic interventions involving peers have been used to increase interest in 
different stimuli. In behavior-analytic laboratories, conditioned reinforcement (CR+) or 
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reinforcement value, is used as a measure of interest or preference. Behavior-analytic 
interventions have used condition reinforcement for observing and production responses 
including observing books (Buttigieg, 2015; Tsai & Greer, 2006), engaging in writing (Lee-
Moschella, 2016), reading content (Cumiskey Moore, 2017), and mathematics (Maurilus, 2018; 
O’Rourke, 2006). 
 The importance of increasing reinforcement value for observing and choosing books has 
been researched in various studies (Nuzolo-Gomez et al., 2002; Singer-Dudek, Oblak & Greer, 
2011; Tsai & Greer, 2006). Tsai and Greer (2006) studied the effect of establishing 
reinforcement value for observing and choosing books on the rate of learning textual responses 
to word sets.  The intervention included a procedure that conditioned children to choose and 
continue to look at books over toys. Results from this study indicated that when children 
demonstrated an interest in books the participants learned to decode single words with three to 
four times fewer teaching interactions. This is an important early step for providing motivation 
for learning to decode. Research in the behavior analysis of communicative or verbal behavior 
has begun to identify a series of motivation steps leading to competent reading and enthusiasm 
for reading (Greer, Phol, Du, & Lee-Moschella, 2017; Greer, Pistoljevic, Cahill, & Du, 2011; 
Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009). The final motivational step must be the content 
of what is being read. 
Other than procedures in behavior analysis to establish choosing to look at books and 
learning simple decoding, there were no experimental studies testing whether the establishment 
of reading motivation (i.e. CR+ in behavior analysis research) resulted in gains in reading 
achievement. Research in behavior analysis focusing on the development of verbal behavior and 
reading instruction led to the development of a peer intervention procedure designed to enhance 
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or establish CR+ for the content of reading. While the research for establishing preschoolers’ 
interest in looking at and choosing books provides effective instructional tactics for the 
beginning steps, doing so with third to fifth grade students presents a challenge, because the 
procedures used with the preschoolers are not practical nor effective for elementary school 
students.  
This problem led to the development of a procedure using peer interactions to establish or 
enhance fifth grader motivation for reading in our laboratory. The development of the peer 
procedure then, in turn, allowed for an experiment on the effect of establishing reinforcement 
value for reading (as measured by duration of eye tracking print in books sustained across 
repeated 20-min sessions) on tests of reading achievement. In the first of a series of pilot studies, 
Cumiskey Moore (2017) used the peer intervention procedure to test the relation between the 
establishment of CR+ for reading and reading achievement. Cumiskey Moore used two 
standardized assessments to measure reading comprehension, The Woodcock Johnson III Battery 
Assessment (WJ-IV) and the Gray Silent Reading Tests (GSRT) (2017). The criterion for the 
establishment of CR+ for reading was engaging in eye-tracking behavior for 80% of 10-s whole 
intervals in an independent reading 20-min period (Cumiskey Moore, 2017). The eye-tracking 
behavior was a measure of the reader’s eyes moving across a page from left to right from the top 
of the page to the bottom of the page (Rayner, Pollatsek, Schotter, 2012). Cumiskey Moore 
reported the establishment of CR+ for reading resulted in a significant increase in standardized 
reading comprehension scores over a short period of time. The promising results of that study led 
to the studies presented herein. 
We conducted two studies to examine the relations between student interest in reading 
and reading comprehension. In the first study, using an N of 30 fourth graders we tested for 
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correlations between reading achievement and the measures of reading motivation or 
reinforcement value as described above. In the second study, using a single case experimental 
design, we tested for the effects of a multicomponent peer-collaborative procedure to establish 
reinforcement value for reading (CR+ for reading) content. We also tested reading achievement 
as a second dependent variable once CR+ for reading was established.  For this experiment, we 
recruited six typically developing fourth graders on or slightly below grade level in reading but 
did not have CR+ for reading as measured by the 20-min CR+ for reading probe. 
The first study consisted of a small group analysis of relations between measures of 
reinforcement value and reading achievement. The second study posed with the following 
research question: Can a peer-collaborative procedure establish reading as a reinforcer, and if so, 
will reading achievement scores increase as a result? 
Experiment 1 
Method 
Participants. Participants included 30 students (15 males and 15 females) with a mean 
age of 10.2 years (SD = .36 years). They were recruited participants from a Title I elementary 
school including grades 3 through 5 located in a suburban city in the northeast United States. The 
sample consisted of 11 students who demonstrated an interest in reading (i.e. conditioned 
reinforcement for reading or CR+ for reading) as measured by an eye tracking procedure during 
a 20-min duration (age M = 10.24, SD = .44 years) and 19 students who did not demonstrate 
interest in reading (NCR+ for reading) (age M = 10.16 SD = .26 years). All students in the CR+ 
for reading sample had scores at or above 80% on the conditioned reinforcement for reading 
probe and students in the NCR+ for reading sample scored below 80% on the interest in reading 
probe. Participants were predominately White (56.7%), whereas 23.3% were Latino, 10% were 
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African American, 10% were Asian American. The sample included a majority of students who 
were not eligible for free and reduced lunch services (80%), whereas 20% of students in the 
sample were eligible for free and reduced lunch services (see Table 1). 
Dependent Variables 
 Interest in Reading (Conditioned Reinforcement for Reading, CR+ for reading). We 
measured the students’ level of CR+ for reading by observing two 20-minute period of silent 
reading. These were done either in person, or through video recordings. The experimenters 
instructed the students to pick a novel with no pictures and start reading independently. The 
experimenter started the timer and observed the participants’ eyes for 10-s whole intervals. If the 
participant’s eyes moved across the page from left to right and top to bottom during the entire 
10-s interval (indicating reading), the observer marked a plus (+) on their forms for the indicated 
time. If the participant’s eyes were not moving at any point of the whole 10-s interval, the 
observer marked a minus (-). The observers continued to record whole 10-s intervals for 20 mins 
for a total of 120 intervals per probe. Upon completion of the probe, the observer calculated the 
percentage of intervals spent reading as measured by eye-movement across the page. If the 
participant’s eyes moved for 80% or more of the intervals, we considered the participant to have 
a high interest in reading (or possess reading as a conditioned reinforcer). 
 Reading Comprehension. We assessed reading achievement scores using three different 
measures.  The Woodcock Johnson-IV Diagnostic Reading Battery (WJ-IV) subtests 4, 17a, and 
17b measured comprehension and vocabulary. The Gray Silent Reading Tests (GSRT) measured 
comprehension through independent reading. The i-Ready Diagnostic Test (iReady) included 
three reading achievement measurements: vocabulary, literary comprehension, and informational 
text comprehension.  
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Woodcock Johnson-IV Diagnostic Reading Battery. This assessment is a standardized 
test used to assess students’ grade equivalencies through 22 subtests. For the purpose of this 
study, we administered subtests 4 and 17. Subtest 17 was comprised of two sections while 
subtest 4 was comprised of one. In both subtests, questions became increasingly more difficult as 
the student progressed through responding. A series of basal and ceiling scores were used to 
assess the students’ grade-level. The test has been reported to have a median reliability of .91 in 
the 5-19 age range (Schrank, Mather, & Woodcock, 2004).  
 Passage Comprehension Subtest 4. Subtest 4 tested passage comprehension and assessed 
the student’s ability to insert a correct word in a blank space in a sentence. The experimenter 
administered the test using a flipbook with the student stimuli on one side of the booklet and the 
test administrator stimuli on the other. In this assessment, the student experienced four sentences 
per page with each sentence increasing in difficulty as the student progressed through the 
assessment. The experimenter did not deliver prompts, corrections, or reinforcement for incorrect 
or correct responses through the duration of the probe session. Six consecutive correct responses 
were required at the onset of the assessment and a ceiling of six consecutive incorrect responses 
and the end of a page indicated termination of the assessment. Once the participant finished the 
assessment, the experimenter calculated the raw score that was converted to a grade-equivalency.   
Vocabulary Synonyms and Antonyms Subtest 17a and 17b. In subtest 17, we assessed 
synonym and antonyms. Synonyms were assessed in 17a, and antonyms were assessed in 17b. 
The test administrator sat across from the student with the text materials in front of the student 
and the teacher stimuli on the back. After giving a model of a synonym, the student was told to 
read the word silently and then provide a synonym with a vocal response. Termination of the test 
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occurred with the student answered 5 consecutive questions incorrectly. Upon termination of the 
test, the experimenter calculated the grade equivalent associated with the raw score.  
 Gray Silent Reading Tests. We used the GSRT to measure independent reading 
comprehension grade levels. The GSRT is a standardized reading assessment comprised of short 
reading passages with five multiple-choice responses testing reading comprehension. There were 
two forms of the test (A and B). The participants completed the assessment using an answer 
sheet to fill in the correct responses. They completed one story at a time, each story getting 
progressively more complex. If they emitted fewer than three errors in the story, they continued 
on to the next story. The participants continued until three or more incorrect responses were 
emitted for one story. Each story was one paragraph long. Upon completion of the assessment, 
the experimenter calculated the raw score by adding up the number of correct responses emitted. 
This raw score was converted to a grade-equivalent score provided by the assessment manual. 
i-Ready Diagnostic. Experimenters used the i-Ready Diagnostic Test to measure the 
reading comprehension scores of the participants in the study. We measured vocabulary, literary 
comprehension, and informational comprehension scores as a result of an online diagnostic 
(Curriculum Associates, LLC, 2015).  
Procedures. We collected data across all students in-class through observational and 
diagnostic reported measures. Across two probe sessions, we conducted observational silent-
reading probe sessions: some were observed in situ and some were observed later through video 
recordings. Subtests 4 and 17 of the Woodcock Johnson-IV Diagnostic Reading Battery (WJ-IV) 
(Schrank, Mather, & Woodcock, 2004) were administered across two days by the experimenters. 
The Gray Silent Reading Tests (GSRT) assessment A (Wiederholt & Blalock, 2000) was 
administered to the students in one session. The i-Ready Diagnostic is an assessment 
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conducted on a computer across several days in the students’ classroom. Data on the outcome of 
the assessment were gathered through the i-Ready report provided to the teacher (Curriculum 
Associates, LLC, 2015).  
Interobserver agreement for Fidelity of the Independent Variable. We calculated 
interobserver agreement (IOA) by dividing the number of point-to-point (i.e., 10s interval) 
agreements by the total number of agreements and disagreements, and multiplied by 100 to gain 
a percentage. IOA was calculated for 47% of the conditioned reading probe sessions with a mean 
agreement of 93% across all dyads (range, 70-100%). CR+ for reading probe sessions were 
conducted both in-situ (60%) and through video recording (40%). We obtained agreement for 
100% for implementation of all comprehension assessments with 100% agreement across all 
dyads. 
Results 
 Using SPSS, we ran bivariate correlations to measure the correlations between the CR+ 
for reading level and reading achievement scores. 
Correlations between conditioned reinforcement value for reading and dependent 
measures. We found a significant correlation between the level of CR+ for reading and reading 
achievement test scores as indicated by the WJ-IV Vocabulary subtest, WJ-IV comprehension 
subtest, GSRT, iReady literary comprehension, and iReady informational comprehension, literary 
comprehension, and iReady vocabulary measures (see Table 3).  
Discussion 
The experimental question for Experiment I was, is there a significant correlation 
between CR+ for reading and Reading Achievement? The findings show the measures of 
reinforcement value (CR+ for reading) and its relation to reading achievement are consistent 
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with findings on relations between reading motivation and achievement (Wigfield & Guthrie, 
1997). This suggests our eye tracking of moment to moment CR+ value is a valid measure of 
interest in, and motivation, to read.  The data suggests the more a student reads, the higher their 
reading achievement scores will be as indicated by the positive correlation between conditioned 
reinforcement value measures and comprehension scores in the Gray Silent Reading Tests, i-
Ready literary comprehension, and iReady informational comprehension measures. It is 
important to note these data are representative of a small sample of students, but the fact the 
small sample resulted in the relations found suggest the need to determine whether reading 
achievement increases as a result of rather than a correlate of reinforcement value.  This leads us 
to the question, do comprehension and vocabulary reading achievement scores increase as a 
function of the establishment of conditioned reinforcement value of for reading?  The possibility 
of answering this question was suggested by a pilot study in our laboratory, conducted by 
Cumiskey Moore (2017). The peer-intervention used in her experiment did, in fact, establish 
CR+ for reading for four fifth graders and, in turn, resulted in educationally important increases 
in reading comprehension and vocabulary measures. 
While the group design in our first study suggests potential population relations between 
reinforcement value for reading and reading comprehension measures, those findings do not 
demonstrate functional relations nor do they suggest generality to types of individuals. The 
purpose of Experiment II was to test the establishment of CR+ for reading and, on measures of 
reading achievement scores with six typically developing fourth-grade students in a single case 
design experiment. The generality of single case designs is to individuals with characteristics and 
existing stimulus control but not populations. Thus, we sought to determine whether the 
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establishment of CR + for reading functions to raise grade level reading achievement with six 
fourth graders with characteristics we describe herein. 
Experiment II 
Method 
Participants. We selected six fourth-grade students, three females and three males 
ranging from ages 9-10 years for the study. All participants participated in Experiment I. We 
classified the participants as typically developing fourth graders who functioned on or slightly 
below grade level in reading. We used the Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) (Pearson 
Education, 2006), overall iReady reading diagnostic scores (Curriculum Associates, LLC, 
2015) and third grade PARCC scores to determine overall reading level. Two participants (33%) 
were on reading level and four participants (66%) were below reading level. We selected these 
participants because they did not demonstrate conditioned reinforcement value for reading 
content (Table 5). We placed the participants into dyads dependent of similar reading levels and 
starting percentage of intervals spent reading in the conditioned reinforcement for reading probe 
sessions (Table 5). Prior to starting the intervention, we directed both participants in a dyad to 
the book room in the school and showed the range of books they could choose from. These 
books ranged from one level below their reading level, to one level above their reading level as 
determined by both participants’ DRA score (Pearson Education, 2006). 
Setting. We conducted all sessions in the participants’ classroom or within the school 
setting during regularly scheduled instructional periods. We conducted pre- and post-CR+ for 
reading probe sessions in a class-wide setting in the classroom. The experimenter conducted all 
pre- and post-intervention comprehension probe sessions 1:1 in the classroom or in the hallway. 
Each dyad completed the intervention independently within the classroom or in the hallway. The 
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classroom teachers conducted regular reading instruction with the rest of the class in small 
groups within the classroom. 
Dependent Variables: Establishment of Conditioned Reinforcement for Reading 
and Measures of reading achievement. There were two dependent variables in the study. The 
first dependent variable was the establishment of CR+ for reading which was measured through a 
20-min silent reading session. Criterion was 80% of 10s whole intervals spent reading in a 20-
min reading period across two consecutive probe sessions. We also used the measures of four 
reading comprehension tests described in Experiment I, except for the iReady Reading 
Diagnostic assessment to determine if increases in reading achievement would be observed as a 
second dependent variable. The participants in Experiment II completed three different 
assessments to determine grade-equivalent reading comprehension scores through the Woodcock 
Johnson IV Diagnostic Reading Battery Test (WJ-IV), and the Gray Silent Reading Tests 
(GSRT).  
Independent Variable: Four step peer-collaborative procedure. 
There were four steps in the intervention procedure. We placed the participants into 
dyads based on reading level and CR+ for reading level. The participants completed the 
multicomponent intervention which included: 1) the shared reading period, 2) a vocabulary task, 
3) an independent reading period, and 4) a reading comprehension task. Each time the 
participants mastered the requirement of a four-step session, the experimenters increased the 
shared and independent reading periods (e.g., step 1 and step 3) by two minutes. After three 
increases in the reading time, the participants underwent a 20-min test for CR+ for reading to 
determine if CR+ for reading was established at 80% of 10s whole intervals spent reading. 
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Design. The design of the study was a pre- and post-probe intervention design with a 
multiple probe logic across three dyads. The pre-intervention measures were each participant’s 
reading comprehension scores as measured by the WJ-IV and GSRT. Prior to starting the 
intervention to establish CR+ for reading, all participants underwent three CR+ for reading probe 
sessions to determine eligibility and stability (i.e., the reliability of the measure).  CR+ for 
reading was established when participants read 80% or more of the 10-s whole intervals for 20 
min. Dyad 1 entered the intervention upon completion of the initial reading achievement 
measures and CR+ for reading probe sessions. After meeting criterion of 80% or greater on the 
CR+ for reading probe sessions, we conducted post intervention comprehension probe sessions 
on both participants.  
Dyad 1 and 3 went through two phases of the intervention before they demonstrated CR+ 
for reading at or above 80% whereas Dyad 2 went through one phase of the intervention before 
demonstrating CR+ for Reading at or above 80%. It is also important to note that in the three-
month maintenance probe, three of the six participants maintained at least 80% or higher on the 
CR+ for reading probe sessions (Figures 2 and 3). 
Procedure. The procedures for conducting the dependent variable measures of the 
conditioned reinforcement value of reading probe, reading comprehension, and vocabulary were 
replicated from Experiment I.   
 There were four steps in the experimental intervention: 1) collaborative shared reading, 
2) selection of novel textual stimuli and deriving meaning (i.e., words that were new to them and 
what they inferred to be their meaning), 3) collaborative independent reading, and 4) a 
comprehension drawing task. Prior to starting the intervention, the experimenter determined the 
average minutes both participants read for a single duration during the pre-intervention 
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conditioned reinforcement value for reading probe sessions. This was the initial duration of time 
the participants read during intervention Steps 1 and 3.  
Step 1: Shared Reading The participants sat next to each other in a quiet spot either in 
the classroom or in the hallway. We then directed them to take turns reading paragraphs aloud to 
each other from the novel they chose until the timer went off. The time was the average number 
of minutes read by both participants during the pre-intervention conditioned reinforcement for 
reading probes conducted prior to entering intervention. We also instructed the participants to 
underline words they did not know in the book with a pencil because they would come back to 
them in Step 2. Upon completion of the specified duration of time, signaled by a timer, the 
participants stopped reading and marked with a pencil in their book where they ended. We gave 
these instructions explicitly to the participants in the first session but they may not have required 
instruction in subsequent sessions. 
Step 2: Vocabulary task.  The participants each received a piece of paper with a table on 
it (Appendix A). We told the participants how to fill in the table. In the first column, we 
instructed them to write three unknown words they identified in the reading and underline them. 
In the second column, they wrote the page number of where each word was. In the third column 
of the table, they were to write a definition for the corresponding word in the first column. After 
both participants finished writing, they traded papers and read each other’s words and 
definitions. They then either agreed or disagreed with their partner and signified this agreement 
or disagreement with a plus or minus next to the definition. Correct responding or consequences 
for incorrect responding were not required before moving on to Step 3 of the intervention. The 
function of this step was to pair words with peer interaction with the aim that peer interaction 
with words might increase the reinforcement value of the words. 
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Step 3: Independent Silent Reading. We separated the participants and instructed them 
to continue reading independently from where they stopped reading in Step 1. We set the timer 
to the same time as Step 1, and the participants continued reading until signaled to stop by the 
timer. Upon completion of their covert reading, the participants marked where they ended in 
their book. The experimenter marked the number of pages read by each participant and then 
instructed them to begin Step 4. 
Step 4: Comprehensive Drawing Task. The experimenter instructed the participants to 
choose a paragraph to draw from the pages they read independently. To account for different 
reading rates, the participants could only choose to draw a scene from the pages the slower 
reader read. For example, if one reader read from page 25-30, but the other reader read from 
page 25-29, both participants could only choose to draw a scene from pages 25-29. Once each 
participant independently, and unbeknownst to their peer, chose a paragraph to draw, each 
participant highlighted the paragraph in the book and drew the scene on a second graphic 
organizer provided by the experimenter (Figure 6). There was no limit to the amount of time the 
participants were allowed, however the participants took between 5 and 7 minutes. Once both 
participants completed their drawings, the experimenter determined which page number and 
paragraph each drawing was from to verify they were drawn from the correct place and then 
swapped pictures. Then the experimenter instructed the participants to find the page and 
paragraph number their partner drew and to write it on the piece of paper. When both finished 
this part of the intervention, the experimenter and both participants determined if they had 
correctly identified each other’s pictures. 
When both correctly identified each other’s drawings, they completed this phase of the 
intervention and were given 10-min of free-time to complete an activity of their choice together. 
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The participants could choose to go outside, play a game, or take time on the computer together. 
The next time the intervention was conducted, the duration of time read in Steps 1 and 3 was 
increased by two minutes. 
If one or both participants did not identify the correct page number and paragraph their 
partner drew, the dyad did not receive access to a 10-min free-time period and were instructed to 
complete the correction procedure which they agreed upon prior to entering the session. The 
correction procedure required the participant who incorrectly identified the correct scene, to 
draw their interpretation of the scene their partner originally drew. When the drawing was 
completed, their partner checked to see if the participant included all parts of the paragraph and 
they were instructed to start the intervention in Step 1 again. The time to read in Steps 1 and 3 
was set at the same duration and was not increased until both participants correctly identified 
each other’s drawings in Step 4. An interest in reading probe was conducted after three 
consecutive increases in reading duration. This meant both participants correctly identified each 
other’s drawn scenes at 100% accuracy across three consecutive ascending duration intervals. 
We repeated CR+ for reading probes (i.e., 20-min session). If the participant had 80% or 
greater total intervals spent reading as measured by eye-movement, they were determined to 
have met the criterion for the intervention and then assessed using the reading achievement test 
measures (WJ-IV, comprehension, and vocabulary, GSRT). If the participant did not read for 
80% of the intervals, they were placed back into a second phase of the intervention with a 2-min 
increase in their reading duration in Steps 1 and 3. The whole intervention was repeated until the 
participants demonstrated an establishment of CR+ for reading at 80% of 120 10-s whole 
intervals across two independent 20-min probe sessions (Figure 1). 
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Interobserver agreement for Fidelity of the Independent Variable. We calculated 
interobserver agreement (IOA) by dividing the number of point-to-point (i.e., 10s interval) 
agreements by the total number of agreements and disagreements, and multiplied by 100 to gain 
a percentage. IOA was calculated for 40% of the conditioned reading probe sessions with a mean 
agreement of 86% across all dyads (range, 80-100%). CR+ for reading probe sessions were 
conducted both in-situ (65%) and through video recording (35%). We obtained agreement for 
100% of the intervention with 100% agreement across all dyads. 
Results 
  Conditioned Reinforcement for reading as measured by the 20-min probe was 
established for all six participants as a result of the intervention, with all participants meeting 
criterion of 80 percent or greater on post-intervention CR+ for reading probes. We conducted 
CR+ for reading probe sessions for each dyad initially and again just prior to entering the 
intervention. All three dyads remained at initial reinforcement value measures prior to entering 
the intervention (Figure 2). 
  To compensate for the time passing between the pre- and postintervention reading 
achievement assessments, we included a projected level of expected increase to account for the 
time spent in intervention for all participants. We used the expected grade-equivalency number 
to calculate differences in grade equivalency scores measured in the post intervention reading 
achievement tests. The range of grade level increase for the reading were from 0.4 to 2.1 grade 
levels for the WJ-IV passage comprehension subtest, a range increase of -0.6 to 1.1 grade levels 
for WJ-IV vocabulary subtest a range increase of -0.4 to 2.3 grade equivalency levels for the 
GSRT (Table 9 for individual Participant Dependent Variable measures). All participants 
completed the intervention between 120 min to 236 min. All participants increased beyond 
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expected grade levels on the WJ-IV passage comprehension subtest, three participants increased 
in WJ-IV vocabulary subtest, and four participants increased past expected results for the GSRT 
(Figure 3). 
Discussion 
 The data suggests the multicomponent peer-collaborative procedure functioned to 
establish reading as a reinforcer for all six participants. We also observed reading achievement 
gains in postintervention assessments. Thus, advances in reading achievement were a possible 
function of the peer- collaborative intervention for these participants. In other words, the findings 
suggest the establishment of CR+ for reading functions to increases reading comprehension 
scores for students like the ones we studied. Most significant were the WJ-IV Passage 
Comprehension subtest and the GSRT with increases of a mean of 1.8 grade levels or 1 grade 
level respectively in less than 120 to 236 min. These findings are similar to the results of 
Cumiskey Moore’s (2017) pilot study where increases in reading comprehension tests scores 
occurred as a result of the establishment of CR+ for reading, with the participants increasing 1.2 
grade levels (0.8 to 1.6) for WJ-IV passage comprehension, 1.3 grade levels (1.1-1.7) for WJ-IV 
vocabulary, and 2.3 grade levels (0.7-3.8) for the GSRT. 
 It is of interest to note that Dyads 1 and 3 had greater increases in reading comprehension 
scores in the WJ-IV Passage Comprehension subtest and in the GSRT. This may be due to longer 
exposure to the intervention, that is, both dyads spent more time in the pairing procedure (M= 
248 min) thus enhancing CR+ for reading content. Dyad 1 spent 260 min in the intervention, 
Dyad 2 spent 120 min in intervention, and Dyad 3 spent 236 min in intervention (Table 8). 
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General Discussion 
The results of Experiment I demonstrated positive significant correlations CR+ for 
reading and reading comprehension scores. In Experiment II, we asked the question: Can a peer-
collaborative procedure establish reading as a reinforcer, and if so, will their comprehension 
scores increase as a result? As a result of the intervention, all participants acquired CR+ for 
reading. We observed a significant increase in reading comprehension scores in Experiment II 
possibly as a result of establishing conditioned reinforcement for reading. These findings 
replicated Cumiskey Moore’s (2017) pilot study even with students who were not initially on 
grade level prior to starting the intervention, where significant increases in comprehension were 
observed over a short period of time. However, the latency between the pre-intervention probe 
sessions and the onset of the intervention is a significant confound, and calls for a replication that 
controls for this limitation. Specifically, the pre-intervention probe sessions for reading 
achievement were conducted for each dyad at the same time between 24-39 days before the 
participants entered the intervention. Future studies should conduct the pre-intervention probe 
sessions just prior to implementing the intervention to control for other variables (i.e. reading 
lessons, instruction, maturation). To account for this limitation, we added a projected increase 
score to the graphs to visually demonstrate the significant increase in scores.  
 We can attribute another limitation to the eye-tracking procedure. While this measure is 
difficult to calibrate the agreement was 86% across CR+ for reading sessions. Video recordings 
are a better solution, but can be difficult if the participant is out of frame or covers their face with 
the book. Eye-tracking measures using computers might be a future instrument to measure 
conditioned reinforcement for reading. There has been an increase in research devoted to the use 
of reading e-books (Huang & Liang, 2014). Interactive E-books Learning System (IELS) are 
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systems used to collect students’ reading rate profiles with an ability to accurately track reading 
better than using printed books (2015). 
 Future studies should include a functional analysis between CR+ for reinforcement and 
reading achievement to determine if increases in achievement are a direct result of acquiring 
CR+ for reading. Future studies should include a component analysis, identifying which part or 
parts of the procedure are critical to the effectiveness of the intervention as the intervention done 
herein includes elements of both independent and shared reading, a vocabulary task, and a 
comprehension drawing task. Because the implications of this study are potentially important 
given the present level of reading comprehension in the United States, there is pressing need for 
further research. The results suggest the need to further test: (a) for the replicability of the 
procedure, (b) the generality of the of the procedure to other individuals who differ from those 
we tested, and (c) component analyses of which components are most necessary. 
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Table 1 
Descriptive statistics for participants in Experiment I (N = 30) 
Characteristic Frequency Percent 
Gender   
Male 15 50 
Female 15 50 
Free/Reduced Luncha   
Yes 6 20 
No 24 20 
CR+ for Readingb   
Yes 11 36.7 
No 19 63.3 
Ethnicity   
Caucasian 17 56.7 
Hispanic 7 23.3 
African American 3 10 
Asian American 3 10 
IEP   
              Yes 5 16.7 
No 25 83.3 
 
Note. CR+ = Conditioned Reinforcement. 
a Free and Reduced lunch status refers to low-income students whose families qualify for state assistance in paying 
for lunch and breakfast of the student 
b CR+ for Reading was determined by the conditioned reading probe where the student was observed for a duration 
of 20 minutes. Every 10-s, the observer either marked a “+” or a “-” indicating the participant’s eyes were tracking 
across the page from left to right or they weren’t. If the participant read for 80% of the intervals, they were 
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Table 2 
Descriptive statistics for continuous variables in Experiment I (N = 30) 
Variable Range Mean Std. Deviation 
Percentage of intervals 








GE Comprehension WCJ 
 






GE Vocabulary WCJ 
 






Gray Silent Reading Tests 
 






iReadya Literary Comp 
 































Note. GE = Grade Equivalency; WCJ = Woodcock Johnson Battery Assessment 
a the iReady Diagnostic is an online assessment delivered three times a year to measure student growth across 
mathematics and reading. Each score is made up of several subtests, literary comprehension, informational 
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Pearson Correlation data between Reading Comprehension and CR+ for Reading in Experiment 
I (N =30). 
 





GE WCJ-Vocab .382* .037 
GE WCJ-Comp .489** .006 
GSRT .723** .000 
iReady Lit Comp .495** .005 
iReady Info Comp .419* .021 
iReady Vocab .458* .011 
 
Note. ** p-vale < 0.01 * p-value < 0.05; GE = Grade Equivalence; WCJ = Woodcock Johnson Battery Assessment; 








Information about Participants in Experiment II including age, gender, ethnicity, Free/Reduced Lunch, Academic Cusps, and 











































AM 9 F Caucasian No 34 9% 532 723 
 
 KN 10 F Caucasian Yes 38 18% 582 781 
 
2 
JK 9 M Caucasian No 28 14% 536 749 
 JS 10 M Hispanic Yes 30 26% 530 731 
 
3 
SF 9 M Caucasian No 34 46% 571 
 
736 
 LW 9 F Caucasian No 28 30% 515 748 
 
Note. DRA = Developmental Reading Assessment. CR+ Value = percentage of 120 10-s intervals spent reading as measured by the CR+ for reading probe. 
a The Developmental Reading Assessment is used to assess students’ reading level. Upon entrance to the intervention, all participants completed the assessment 
to determine their reading levels. On-grade level upon entry to the study was between 34 and 38. Everything below 34 was below reading level; hence, 
Participant JK, JS, and LW were reading below grade level upon starting the pre-intervention measures. 
b Participants were placed in dyads based on their DRA level and CR+ pre-intervention probe sessions (in percentage). 
c iReady Reading diagnostic indicated whether students were on, <1 grade level below or >2 grade levels below. Participants KN and SF were on grade level, 
AM, JK, JS, and LW were all less than 1 grade level below in reading. 
d PARCC scores were standardized test assessments given at the end of 3rd grade. Scores are scaled into 1 (650-699) Did not meet grade standards, 2 (700=724) 
Partially met, 3 (725-749) Approached, 4 (750-809) Met, and 5 (810-850) Exceeded. Participants KN met, Participants JK, JS, SF, and LW partially approached 




Materials needed for intervention and probe sessions for Experiment II. 
Procedure Materials 
 
Conditioned Reinforcement for Reading 
Probe 
 
Data sheet, timer, book 
Woodcock Johnson® Assessment 
 
Assessment booklet, data sheet for teacher 
Gray Silent Reading Tests Assessment booklet A and B, answer sheet, 
answer key, grade equivalency conversion 
chart 
Peer-yoked Contingency Intervention 
 
Two copies of same book (chosen by 




Pre-intervention and Post-intervention grade equivalent scores for all participants in 
Experiment II. 
 



















AM 2.8 6.9 5.8 7 1.2 3 
KN 3.9 4.9 4.8 4.8 3.2 5.5 
JK 3.5 4.3 4 4.4 3 3.2 
JS 2.1 3.9 2.9 3.1 2.8 2.5 
SF 3.9 6.2 4.4 4.8 3.5 3.8 
LW 2.6 4.3 4.4 4.3 3.0 5.5 
 




Table 7  
 
Percentage of Interobserver Agreement for the Conditioned Reinforcement for Reading probe, 
Woodcock Johnson IV Test, Gray Silent Reading Tests for Experiment I and 2. 
 
Probe Type Percent of Trials With IOA Percent Agreement 
Conditioned Reinforcement for 





Peer-yoked Contingency Procedure 100% 100% 
Woodcock Johnson-IV ®  
 
60% 100% 









Number of School days between the Pre-Probe and entry into the intervention, Number of school days required to complete the 
intervention, and Total number of school days between the pre-probe and post-probe measure across all participants for Experiment 
II. 
Note. WJ-IV Comp = Woodcock Johnson Battery Assessment IV Subtest 4 (Passage Comprehension); WJ-IV Vocab = Woodcock Johnson Battery Assessment IV, Subtest 17a &17b (Vocabulary); 
GSRT = Gray Silent Reading Tests; GE = Grade Equivalent 
a Days between pre-test measures and post-test measures. b Every 30 days of school, the students were expected to make an increase of .1 grade levels. These GE are projected scores based on the days 
between pre-test measures and post-test measures. c Post-test measures were conducted upon completion of the conditioned reinforcement value for reading intervention at 80% of the intervals spent 


























dDifference in GE from 




WJ-IV Comp: 2.8 










WJ-IV Comp: 2.9 
WJ-IV Vocab: 5.9 
GSRT: 1.3 
 
WJ-IV Comp: 6.9 
WJ-IV Vocab: 7 
GSRT:  3 
 
 
WJ-IV Comp: +4. 
WJ-IV Vocab: +1.1 
GSRT: +1.7 
 
KN WJ-IV Comp: 2.9 









WJ-IV Comp: 3.0 
WJ-IV Vocab: 4.9 
GSRT: 3.3 
WJ-IV Comp: 4.9 
WJ-IV Vocab: 4.8 
GSRT: 5.5 
 
WJ-IV Comp: +1.9 
WJ-IV Vocab: -0.1 
GSRT: +2.2 
 
JK WJ-IV Comp: 3.5 









WJ-IV Comp: 3.6 
WJ-IV Vocab: 4.1 
GSRT: 3.1 
WJ-IV Comp: 4.3 
WJ-IV Vocab: 4.4 
GSRT: 3.2 
 
WJ-IV Comp: +.7 
WJ-IV Vocab: +.3 
GSRT: +0.1 
 
JS WJ-IV Comp: 2.1 









WJ-IV Comp: 2.2 
WJ-IV Vocab: 3.0 
GSRT: 2.9 
WJ-IV Comp: 3.9 
WJ-IV Vocab: 3.1 
GSRT: 2.5 
 
WJ-IV Comp: +1.7 
WJ-IV Vocab: +0.1 
GSRT: -0.4 
 
SF WJ-IV Comp: 3.9 










WJ-IV Comp: 3.1 
WJ-IV Vocab: 4.6 
GSRT: 3.7 
WJ-IV Comp: 6.2 
WJ-IV Vocab: 4.8 
GSRT: 3.8 
 
WJ-IV Comp: +2.1 
WJ-IV Vocab: +0.2 
GSRT: +0.1 
 
LW WJ-IV Comp: 2.8 









WJ-IV Comp: 3.1 
WJ-IV Vocab: 5.5 
GSRT: 3.2 
WJ-IV Comp: 4.3 
WJ-IV Vocab: 4 
GSRT: 5.5 
 
WJ-IV Comp: +1.3 
WJ-IV Vocab: -0.6 
GSRT: +2.3 
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Table 9 
Mean increases in Reading Achievement scores for WJ-IV comprehension and vocabulary, 
GSRT. Mean increases in CR+ for reading were also calculated. 
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Figure 1: This is a representation of the progression of the entire experiment.  This flow chart represents 
the participation selection and pairing procedure, pre-intervention measures, intervention steps, and post-
intervention procedures.




Figure 2: Twenty-min, 10-s whole interval Conditioned Reinforcement for Reading probe sessions were 
conducted for all 6 participants in Experiment II. Three pre-intervention probe sessions were conducted 
initially to determine a baseline. A fourth pre-intervention probe was conducted prior to entrance into the 
intervention. A post-intervention probe was conducted after the participants met 100% accuracy across 
three ascending phases in intervention. If the participants did not meet 80% of intervals with eye-tracking 
behavior across a 20-min, 10-s whole intervals, then they were entered back into the intervention.





Figure 3: Intervention data for Dyad’s 1, 2, and 3 for Experiment II. The data represent Step 4 in the 
intervention data. The data represent the number of correctly identified paragraphs drawn in a session 
between the two participants in the dyad. Criterion was set at 100% accuracy across 3 ascending dyads. 
The solid black phase change line represents the implementation of a Conditioned Reinforcement for 
Reading probe. The dotted phase-change line represents increase in duration of reading time.
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Figure 3: Pre- and post-intervention Standardized Reading Comprehension probe sessions for Experiment 
II. The graphs represent the grade-equivalent levels for all 6 participants. The white bar represents the 
Woodcock Johnson IV Diagnostic Reading Batter passage comprehension session, the black bar 
represents The Woodcock Johnson IV Diagnostic Reading Battery passage for vocabulary. The grey bar 
represents the Gray Silent Reading Tests. All data are represented in grade-level equivalencies. The 
dotted lines on the post-intervention graph represents the projected grade equivalent the student should be 
upon taking the assessment accounting for duration of time passed between pre- and post-intervention 
tests.
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Appendix A 
Book Title: ______________________________ 
Chapter: ________________________________ 
Pages Read: ____________________________ 
 
Draw a picture of your favorite scene. Please look back in the text of specific details. Be sure to 
include as many details as possible. 
 
 Friend’s Response: 
I think this drawing is from page number ___________ and paragraph number _________. 
Is this correct or incorrect? _______________
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Appendix B
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Chapter III 
STUDY II MANUSCRIPT 
Abstract 
We conducted a component analysis on a reading intervention used to condition reinforcement 
for reading (CR+ for reading) in 8 fourth-grade students. Using pre- and post-intervention 
measures in a simultaneous crossover treatment design, we examined the effect of the 
establishment of CR+ for reading on reading achievement through two treatments: Collaborative 
Independent Reading (CIR) or Collaborative Shared Reading (CSR). We matched participants in 
dyads across treatment conditions. Intervention for both groups was a 4-step, peer-contingency 
procedure including: (1) reading a novel either independently or shared, (2) a vocabulary 
activity, (3) continuation of reading either independently or shared and (4) a comprehension 
drawing task. We conducted post-intervention probe sessions to measure the reading 
achievement of both participants once one participant in the across-group dyad met the criterion 
of 80% for CR+ for reading across 2 consecutive 20 min probe sessions. All participants who 
went through the CIR group acquired CR+ for reading while the students in the CSR group did 
not. Participants in the CIR group made greater increases in academic achievement (M= WJ-IV 
comp: +2, WJ-IV vocab: +2.3, GSRT: +2.0 grade levels) than participants in CSR group whose 
reading assessment increases were not as significant (M= WJ-IV comp: +0.5, WJ-IV vocab: -0.2, 
GSRT: +0.6 grade levels). The participants in the CSR group then went through the CIR 
treatment and all participants acquired CR+ for reading and made significant increases 
academically in all three assessments. 
 Keywords: conditioned reinforcement for reading, interest in reading, reading 
achievement, reading comprehension, vocabulary  
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A Comparison of the Effect of Collaborative Shared Reading vs. Collaborative Independent 
Reading on the Reading Achievement of Fourth Grade Students 
 Recent reports show 63 percent of fourth graders in the United States tested at or below 
the Basic achievement level of reading. In other words, more than half of our fourth-grade 
students have obtained only partial mastery of fundamental reading skills (U.S. Department of 
Education, 2017). Furthermore, the country’s ranking dropped from fifth in the world in 2011 to 
13th in 2016 (U.S. Department of Education, 2017). Results from the Progress in International 
Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) indicated that fourth-grade students in the United States ranked 
15th out of the 58 countries participating (Warner-Griffin, Liu, Tadler, Herget, & Dalton, 2017). 
Educators and scientists alike have researched and implemented interventions to help increase 
reading achievement within the United States for struggling learners, students with and without 
learning disabilities, and students with or at risk of behavioral disorders (Benner, Nelson, 
Ralston, & Mooney, 2010; Foorman & Torgesen, 2002).  
 A strong argument for reading motivation as an indicator in reading achievement exists 
amongst educators and scientists studying and developing reading interventions (Baker & 
Wigfield, 1990; McKenna & Kear, 1990; Sweet, Guthrie & Ng, 1998; Wigfield & Guthrie, 
1997a). A large body of research has been dedicated to studying the effects of motivation for 
reading on reading achievement. There is strong correlational evidence suggesting the amount of 
time a student spends reading predicts reading achievement and general knowledge Cox & 
Guthrie, 2001; Guthrie, Wigfield, Metsala, & Cox, 1999; Kim, Wagner, & Foster, 2011;). De 
Naeghel, Keer, Vanteenkiste, and Rosseel (2012) discussed the relationships existing among 
reading motivation, reading behavior, and reading performance. Their research demonstrated that 
if a student is motivated to read, the behavior of reading increases. As the frequency of reading 
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increases, reading achievement is likely to increase as a result. Wigfield and Guthrie (1997a) 
state breadth and depth of reading, as well as frequency of reading, correlate significantly with 
reading achievement. Moreover, motivation in reading predicts students’ growth in 
comprehension over time (Guthrie, McCrae, and Klauda, 2007).  
 Although many studies identifying the strong correlation between reading motivation and 
reading achievement, few studies have implemented interventions specifically designed to 
increase motivation for reading (Guthrie, McCrae, & Klauda, 2007; Wigfield et al., 2008;). The 
Concept-Oriented Reading Instruction (CORI) is an example of a multi-component intervention 
linking reading fiction and non-fiction books to science activities (Guthrie, Wigfield, and 
Vonsecker, 2000) and is intended to target motivational processes to increase motivation for 
reading. These motivational processes are self-efficacy and mastery of goals, perceived 
autonomy, and collaborative work using peers to facilitate learning (Guthrie et al., 2007a). This 
multi-component intervention improves reading strategy use, motivation for reading, and 
achievement (Guthrie et al., 2007a; Guthrie et al., 2007b; Klauda, & Guthrie, 2008). 
 Interventions aimed at increasing reading motivation should focus on enhancing 
autonomous reasons for reading (De Naeghel et al., 2012). Autonomous reading motivation leads 
to greater qualitative reading and therefore greater reading performance (De Naeghel et al., 
2012). To become an autonomous reader, a person must acquire interest in reading, as interest is 
a motivational construct that has been described as a personal investment with a stimulus 
(Alexander & Murphy, 1998). To develop an interest in reading, a person must find a 
reinforcement value in what is being read (Bly & Greer, 2019; Gentilini & Greer, 2019; 
Cumiskey Moore, 2017). Conditioned reinforcement for a stimulus increases the likelihood that 
an individual will interact with that stimulus in the future (Greer, 1983; Skinner, 1969; Skinner, 
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1953). Therefore, to become an autonomous reader, a person must acquire conditioned 
reinforcement (CR+) for reading.   
 Using the Comprehensive Application of Behavior Analysis to Schooling (CABAS) 
model (Singer-Dudek, Speckman, & Nuzzolo, 2010) and principles of behavior analysis, we 
have developed a peer-collaborative reading intervention in our laboratory to increase 
reinforcement value for reading (CR+ for reading). Cumiskey Moore (2017) used a peer-
collaborative multicomponent intervention procedure with four fifth-grade students to test the 
effects of increased level of CR+ for reading on reading achievement outcomes for students who 
were above grade level for reading. The multicomponent procedure of the intervention included: 
1) an oral reading period (i.e. the participants traded reading paragraphs aloud) 2) a collaborative 
vocabulary activity 3) a silent reading period (i.e. the participants read from the same book 
silently), 4) a comprehension drawing task. In all three of the studies, the participants engaged in 
both silent and oral reading.  Gentilini and Greer (2019) tested the same multicomponent reading 
procedure using a teacher-student collaboration with second grade students.  Findings of Bly and 
Greer (2019) extended the results of Cumiskey Moore by using fourth grade students who were 
on or slightly below reading level for reading. We implemented the same multicomponent 
procedure to increase reinforcement value for reading as measured by a 20-min reading probe 
sessions; we measured eye-tracking for 10-s whole intervals. All three studies indicated the 
establishment of CR+ for reading also increased reading comprehension scores significantly 
across grade levels in a short amount of time.  
 A large body of research has been dedicated to identifying the importance and impact of 
silent and oral reading on reading comprehension (Fuchs, Fuchs, Hosp, & Jenkins, 2001; 
Jenkins, & Jewell, 1993; Prior & Welling, 2001; Schimmel & Ness, 1997). Within this literature, 
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three hypotheses have been established: 1) comprehension performances are similar in the two 
modes, 2) comprehension is greater in oral reading, or 3) comprehension is greater in silent 
reading (Trainin, Hiebert, & Wilson, 2015; Schimmel & Ness, 2017; Prior et al., 2011; Prior & 
Welling, 2001).  Some researchers have found students who engage in oral reading have higher 
comprehension scores than silent readers and this mode seems to benefit poor readers (Schimmel 
& Ness, 2017; Fuchs, et al., 2001), while others show a positive impact of silent reading as the 
focus of the student tends to be less on decoding aloud and more on comprehension (Schimmel 
& Ness, 2017; Trainin et al., 2005; Chall, Jacobs, & Baldwin, 1990). Many researchers agree that 
comprehension ability, in either mode of reading, depends on the level of the reader (Kim et. al., 
2011; Prior, et al., 2011; Prior & Welling, 2001). 
  Juel and Holmes (1981) extend this logic by saying poor readers have poor 
comprehension in both modes while strong readers have strong comprehension in both modes. In 
addition to these conflicting views regarding comprehension and modes of reading, there is 
evidence to suggest the importance and benefit for students receiving instruction in guided silent 
reading in addition to oral reading, to develop reading fluency and comprehension (Kuhn et al., 
2006; Reutzel, Fawson, & Smith, 2008; Vadasy & Sanders, 2008). Even though the relations 
between silent and oral reading on comprehension have been studied extensively, few, if any 
have examined the effect of increasing reinforcement for reading through silent (independent) or 
oral (shared) components and the impact it has on reading achievement. Even fewer studies have 
examined the impact of a peer collaborative intervention using silent and oral modes of reading. 
In our first study (Bly & Greer, 2019) we combined silent and oral reading components with a 
peer collaborative intervention. Because the procedure was a peer collaborative procedure, we 
used the terms independent instead of silent, and shared instead of oral. 
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 We extended the findings of Cumiskey Moore’s pilot study (2017) and tested the effects 
of establishing conditioned reinforcement for reading (CR+ for reading) on reading achievement 
scores. Six participants, on or slightly below reading level, were paired into treatment dyads. A 
four step, peer-yoked contingency intervention was used to establish CR+ for reading at 80% of 
120, 10s whole intervals. We found that participants who acquired CR+ for reading at 80% or 
greater through this intervention also increased in reading achievement scores as measured by 
the Woodcock Johnson-IV Diagnostic Reading Battery (WJ-IV) subtests 4, 17a, and 17b 
(Schrank, Mather, & Woodcock, 2004), and the Gray Silent Reading Tests (Wiederholt, & 
Blalock, 2000).  
 The purpose of the present study was to correct the limitations in Experiment II of Bly 
and Greer (2019) and to conduct a component analysis on the independent and shared reading 
components of the original intervention used to increase reinforcement value for reading. We 
controlled for extraneous variables by using a simultaneous treatment crossover design with pre- 
and postintervention measures. To further replicate and extend the findings, we used participants 
who were similar to those used in Cumiskey Moore’s pilot study (2017). We selected 
participants who were on or above grade level for reading.  The research questions of the 
experiment were as followed: 1) When conditioned reinforcement for reading is established, are 
increases in reading comprehension observed? 2) What impact does the independent reading vs 
shared reading component of the original intervention have on conditioning reading as a 
reinforcer? 3) What is the overall effect of both components on reading achievement? 
Method 
 Participants. Participants included eight students (seven males) with a mean age of 9.3 
years (SD =.32 years). We recruited the participants from a fourth-grade elementary school 
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classroom. This Title I school included grades three through five and was in a suburban city in 
the northeast United States. We selected these participants for the experiment because a 
preference for reading or conditioned reinforcement value for reading (CR+ for reading) was not 
demonstrated across two to three 20-min reading probe sessions at 80% or higher of 10 s whole 
intervals read. All eight participants were in fourth grade and functioned on or above-grade level 
in reading based on the Developmental Reading Assessment, Second Edition® (DRA-2®; Pearson 
Education, 2006) We paired each participant with a partner who had similar academic reading 
levels and CR+ for reading levels. We then randomly assigned the pair to one of two reading 
groups. In the first group, the participants received the Collaborative Independent Reading (CIR) 
treatment. In the second group, the participants received the Collaborative Shared Reading 
(CSR) treatment. Within these treatment conditions, each participant was paired with a different 
partner who had similar reading scores and CR+ for reading levels to complete the reading 
intervention. The experimenters stopped reading instruction within the classroom with the eight 
participants until the intervention was completed (Table 1; Figure 1).  
 Setting. We conducted all intervention sessions in the classroom within the school setting 
during regularly scheduled instructional reading periods. All pre- and post-intervention 
assessments were conducted in a class-wide setting within the classroom. We conducted pre- and 
post-intervention comprehension probe sessions 1:1 within the classroom in a quiet corner of the 
room during independent working time within the classroom schedule. We conducted all 
intervention sessions with each participant or dyad independently within the classroom. Teachers 
conducted regular instruction with the rest of the class in small groups within the classroom but 
did not conduct regular reading instruction with any of the participants through the duration of 
the experiment. The experimenters supervised or recorded each intervention session to ensure no 
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interruptions or disruptions were experienced and the sessions were completed with fidelity by 
the participants. 
Dependent Variable: Measures of reading achievement. The dependent variables of 
this study were the measures of three reading comprehension assessments, which were the same 
measures used the study conducted by Bly and Greer (2019).  The participants completed three 
different assessments prior to and following intervention to determine grade-equivalent reading 
comprehension scores through the Woodcock Johnson IV Diagnostic Reading Battery Test (WJ-
IV), and the Gray Silent Reading Tests (GSRT). We used Form A of both the WJ-IV and GSRT in 
the preintervention assessments and Form B of both the WJ-IV and GSRT in the postintervention 
assessments. For the participants who underwent a crossover of treatment, we utilized Form A 
for the second postintervention measure.  
Independent Variable: Establishment of conditioned reinforcement value for 
reading. The independent variable was the establishment of conditioned reinforcement for 
reading (CR+ for reading). We conducted the intervention to condition reading as a reinforcer 
with the same multicomponent procedure outlined in Experiment II conducted by Bly and Greer 
(2019). However, the participants were exposed to one of two treatments in the procedure 
separating the components of the intervention: independent or shared reading (i.e. the CIR 
treatment or the CSR treatment). The experimenters referred to both treatments as “The Reading 
Game” with the participants. Each participant in the experiment was yoked (Davies Lackey, 
2005) with a participant in the opposite treatment. For example, Participant JC completed the 
CIR intervention with Participant F, but was yoked with Participant R who was in the CSR 
intervention completing intervention with Participant C. Whichever participant in the dyad met 
criterion for CR+ for reading first stopped intervention for both participants. The experimenter 
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then conducted postintervention reading achievement tests with both participants in the dyad 
(Figure 1). If the participant did not meet criterion for CR+ for reading (80% of 10s whole 
intervals read during two 20-min probe sessions), they underwent a crossover treatment of the 
other treatment condition. Once CR+ for reading was established, we conducted a second round 
of postintervention reading achievement measures. 
Conditioned Reinforcement for Reading, CR+ for reading. CR+ for reading probe 
sessions were conducted in the classroom during a silent reading period. The teachers instructed 
the students to pick a novel to read. The students were only allowed to read literary novels (e.g., 
no graphic novels, picture books, or non-fiction picture books). The novels could have pictures 
in them, but could not be picture-based. The participants were either observed in situ or using a 
video camera. The experimenters started a stopwatch and observed the students’ eyes move 
across the page from left to right and then back to the far left of the page to measure reading. 
Every 10s the experimenter indicated if the student was reading by marking a plus if the 
student’s eyes tracked across the page for the entire 10s. If the students’ eyes were not tracking at 
any point during the 10s intervals, the experimenter indicated this by marking a minus on the 
data sheet. At the end of the 20-min reading period, the experimenter calculated the percentage 
of intervals spent reading by adding the total intervals spent reading and dividing that number by 
the total number of intervals (120). If the participant read for 80% or more of the intervals, we 
considered them to have CR+ for reading. This criterion of between 70%-80% has been the 
standard for conditioned reinforcement for books, textual stimuli, and other stimuli (Cumiskey 
Moore, 2017; Bly & Greer, 2019; Gentilini & Greer, 2019; Nuzzolo-Gomez, Lenard, Ortiz, 
Rivera, & Greer, 2002; Tsai & Greer, 2006). 
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Collaborative Independent Reading Treatment, CIR.  In the CIR treatment, the steps of 
the procedure were as follow: 1) the partnered participants independently read from the same 
novel for the average time both participants spent reading during the CR+ for reading probe, 2) 
upon completion of the independent reading time, the participants chose three novel words from 
the pages read and defined the words on a piece of paper. The participants then traded papers to 
determine accuracy of each other’s definitions. This section was not consequated or timed but 
took, on average 5 minutes to complete. 3) The participants started the timer for the same 
number of minutes read in Step 1 and read independently starting where the slower reader left 
off. 4) Upon completion of the second independent reading time, the participants chose a scene 
to draw from the pages they both read. Once they were finished drawing, the participants traded 
papers, closed their books, and identified the scene that was drawn by their partner. If both 
participants identified the correct scene drawn by their partner, they were given 10 minutes of 
free-time in the classroom and the next time they entered the intervention, the time interval for 
Steps 1 and 3 was increased by two minutes. If one or both participants identified an incorrect 
scene from the drawing, the participant who drew the picture had to re-draw the picture or add 
more to the drawing until the partner guessed the correct scene. The participants did not receive 
free-time and repeated the intervention at the same time interval until both participants identified 
the correct drawing. After three increases in time, the participants underwent a 20-min CR+ for 
reading probe session. If the participants increased to at least 80% of intervals read, a second 
probe was conducted to determine stability in responding. If fewer than 80% of intervals spent 
reading was observed, the participants re-entered intervention with the time intervals for Steps 1 
and 3 increasing by 2-min. When a participant met criterion of 80% of intervals spent reading 
across two consecutive CR+ for reading probe sessions, the participant and the paired participant 
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in the other treatment condition, the experimenter assessed dependent measures to determine if 
an increase in reading achievement was made (Figure 1). 
Collaborative Shared Reading Treatment, CIR.  The steps for intervention were 
identical to CSR treatment except for Step 1 and Step 3. Instead of the participants reading 
independently, they engaged in shared reading, which was identified as partners in the 
intervention reading aloud from the same book, while trading paragraphs to read. All other 
components and procedures were the same as the CIR treatment in terms of criterion and probe 
measures (Figure 1).  
Crossover Treatment. The participants who did not meet criterion for CR+ for reading 
through the CSR treatment underwent a crossover condition. That is, all participants in the CSR 
treatment were exposed to the CIR treatment after initial postintervention assessments were 
conducted. We conducted post assessment reading achievement measures once participants met 
criterion for CR+ for reading at 80% of 10 s whole intervals read across two 20-min probe 
sessions (Figure 2). 
Design. The design of the experiment was a simultaneous treatment with a crossover 
design (Browning, 1967; Tinmouth & Hebert, 2007) with pre- and postintervention test 
measures. All participants underwent preintervention reading achievement assessments at the 
same time and started intervention simultaneously. Whichever participant in a dyad acquired 
CR+ for reading first stopped intervention for the other participant. The experimenters then 
conducted postintervention reading assessments for both participants to measure the reading 
achievement outcomes. The classroom teachers served as the experimenters and the assistants in 
the classroom served as a second observers. The participants who did not meet criterion for CR+ 
for reading through the CSR treatment underwent a crossover condition. That is, all participants 
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in the CSR treatment were exposed to the CIR treatment after initial postintervention 
assessments were conducted. We conducted post assessment reading achievement measures once 
participants met criterion for CR+ for reading at 80% of 10 s whole intervals read across two 20-
min probe sessions (Figure 2). The crossover occurred for Participants, R, C, J, and E. 
 Procedure. At the beginning of the experiment, the experimenters conducted CR+ for 
reading probe sessions for each participant.  The experimenter conducted CR+ for reading probe 
sessions in the classroom either in situ or through video recording during a designated silent 
reading period. The participants selected a book and the experimenter instructed the class to read 
silently. We conducted the two to three CR+ for reading probe sessions to establish a steady state 
of responding for each participant in the study. All participants in the study did not have CR+ for 
reading as they all had fewer than 80% on the CR+ for reading probe sessions prior to entering 
the intervention.  
 Each participant simultaneously underwent the intervention in the treatment as outlined 
above. All participants were yoked into a dyad with a participant in the opposite treatment 
condition and were also grouped with a participant within their treatment condition. As an 
intervention group met criterion for the intervention (three, 2-min time increases) a CR+ for 
reading probe session was conducted. If one partner in the reading intervention treatment group 
met criterion, but the other did not, we conducted the postintervention reading achievement tests 
for the participant who met but did not give the postintervention reading assessments to the 
participant in the reading intervention until either they, or their partner in the opposite treatment 
condition met. In other words, participants underwent postintervention reading achievement tests 
only when they or their yoked partner in the opposite treatment condition met criterion for CR+ 
for reading. If CR+ for reading of 80% across two consecutive probe sessions was acquired by 
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one of the participants in the across treatment yoked dyad but not the other, the experimenter 
stopped intervention for both participants and conducted postintervention tests (WJ-IV and 
GSRT).  
 We conducted a crossover treatment condition for participants who did not acquire CR+ 
for reading through the CSR treatment condition. Upon acquiring CR+ for reading at 80% or 
higher across two consecutive reading probes, we conducted a second session of postintervention 
tests using Forms B for WJ-IV and GSRT (Figure 1). 
 Interobserver agreement. We calculated interobserver agreement by dividing the 
number of point-to-point agreements by the total number of agreements and disagreements, and 
multiplying the quotient by 100. We obtained 100% agreement for 100% of all reading 
achievement assessments include WJ-IV subtests 4 and 17a, and 17b, and GSRT. We obtained 
agreement for 100% of the CIR and CSR interventions with 100% agreement across all dyads. 
IOA was calculated for 62% of the CR+ for reading probe sessions with a mean agreement of 
86% across all dyads (62%-100%). CR+ for reading probe sessions were conducted both in-situ 
(26%) and through video recording (72%) (Table 3). 
Results 
 Establishment of Conditioned Reinforcement for Reading. Prior to entering the 
intervention, none of the participants had conditioned reinforcement for reading (an average of 
80% of 10-s whole intervals across 20-min probe sessions). CR+ for reading was established 
with Participant JC and F in the CIR treatment, but their respective partners, R and C did not 
acquire CR+ for reading across two phases of the intervention. Similarly, Participants T and D, 
also of the CIR treatment met criterion for CR+ for reading but their yoked partners, Participants 
J, and E of the CSR treatment, did not meet criterion for CR+ for reading (Figure 4). Both 
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treatment groups started with a similar mean across all participants (i.e. CIR was 39% and CSR 
was 40%). The CIR treatment group increased to a mean of 86% (18 to 58%) postintervention 
and CSR treatment group increased to a mean of 60% (47 to 71%) postintervention (Figure 5). 
 When we conducted the crossover treatment on Participants R, C, J, and E in the CSR 
treatment group, we saw a mean increase of 27% (17 to 41%) in CR+ for reading after only one 
phase. The participants in the crossover treatment increased from a mean of 60% (in the post 
CSR treatment probe sessions to a mean of 87% (84 to 88%) in the CIR treatment post probe 
sessions (Figure 5; Figure 6).  
 Reading Achievement Scores. Table 6 shows that Participant JC, F, T, and J had greater 
increases in reading achievement postintervention scores than their partners, R, C, J, and E. The 
participants who acquired CR+ for reading through the CIR intervention had greater increases in 
postintervention reading achievement scores. The participants who did not acquire CR+ for 
reading through the CSR treatment had lower overall increases, with Participants C decreasing in 
WJ-IV comp and vocabulary (Figure 7).  A mean increase in grade equivalency for WJ-IV comp 
for participants in the CIR treatment was 2.0 (1.2 to 3.2) grade levels as opposed to participants 
in the CSR intervention where a mean increase of 0.5 (-1.0 to 2.1) grade levels was observed. A 
mean increase for WJ-IV vocabulary was 2.3 (0.4 to 45.) grade levels in the CIR treatment, and a 
decrease of 0.2 (-0.9 to 0) for participants in the CSR treatment. A mean increase for GSRT was 
2.0 (-1.2 to 4.3) grade levels for participants in the CIR treatment and +0.6 (-0.3 to 1.2) grade 
levels for participants in the CSR treatment (Table 9; Figure 8).  
 Table 7 shows that participants who underwent the crossover treatment also had increases 
postintervention. We calculated these increases by subtracting the initial preintervention grade 
equivalency score from the final post crossover grade level equivalency score. For the WJ-IV 
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comprehension we observed a mean increase of 1.0 (0.6 to 2.2) grade levels. For the WJ-IV 
vocabulary, we observed a mean increase of 2.3 (0.8 to 4.3) grade levels. For the GSRT, we 
observed a mean increase of 0.5 (-0.5 to 2.7) grade levels (Figure 8; Figure 9). 
 Progression through intervention. Table 4 shows participants in the CIR treatment 
group all required only one phase of the intervention to acquire CR+ for reading. In seven 
sessions and with a total of 162 min Participants JC and F met CR+ for reading. Participants T 
and D spent 4 sessions and 96 min in the intervention before meeting CR+ for reading criterion. 
In the CSR treatment, Participants R and C had 9 sessions and a total of 274 min in the 
intervention and did not meet CR+ for reading criterion. Similarly, Participants J and E 
underwent 5 sessions and spent 118 min in the intervention and did not meet criterion for CR+ 
for reading (Figure 3). 
Discussion 
 The experimental questions guiding this study were: 1) Could the results of Bly & Greer 
(2019) be replicated with students on grade level for reading when the limitations of the 
experimental design are corrected? 2) What impact does the independent reading vs shared 
reading component of the original intervention have conditioning reading as a reinforcer?  3) 
What is the overall effect of either component on reading achievement?  
 The results of this study replicate the findings of Bly and Greer (2019), Gentilini and 
Greer (2019) and Cumiskey Moore’s pilot study (2017) indicating the establishment of CR+ for 
reading is effective in increasing reading achievement scores for fourth grade students. Upon 
correcting the limitation of the dependent variables in the study conducted by Bly and Greer, we 
continued to observe significant increases in grade equivalencies for all four participants who 
acquired CR+ for reading (Figure 7).  
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 The results suggest that when participants were only exposed to the independent reading 
component of the original intervention, it was more effective at increasing reinforcement value 
for reading than the shared reading component (Bly & Greer, 2019; Gentilini & Greer, 2019; 
Cumiskey Moore, 2017). In addition, all four participants in the CIR intervention increased in 
CR+ for reading at or above 80% criterion in only one phase of the intervention. Although some 
increases were observed in CR+ for reading level for three participants in the CSR treatment, 
none of the participants reached the criterion level of 80% after only one phase of the 
intervention. Additionally, Participants R and C completed two phases of the CIR intervention 
and minimal increases in CR+ for reading were observed. This suggests that even when 
participants had more exposure to the CSR treatment, they did not increase CR+ for reading 
probe sessions. It also suggests the CIR treatment condition was faster at conditioning reading as 
a reinforcer. 
 Furthermore, all four participants in the CIR treatment condition had significant increases 
in reading achievement overall. The only exception was Participant F who decreased 1.2 for the 
GSRT. Mean increases in reading achievement were significantly higher for participants in the 
CIR treatment. Mean increases in reading achievement were significantly lower for participants 
in the CSR treatment. These results suggest the silent reading is an important component of the 
intervention to increase not only CR+ for reading, but also reading achievement scores. 
 Limitations and Future Studies. It is important to note several limitations for this study. 
The first limitation is the CR+ for the reading probe and was discussed as a limitation in other 
studies using the same procedure (Bly & Greer, 2019; Gentilini & Greer, 2019; Cumiskey 
Moore, 2017). It is difficult to observe eye-movement while also controlling for observer effect. 
The participants may have read more, or not read due to the experimenter watching in person. 
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The use of a video camera decreases the observer effect but is not always accurate if a participant 
moves out of frame or puts their head down when reading. Future studies should implement a 
better way of measuring eye movement. If cameras are strategically placed, these limitations are 
eliminated. One way this could be done is by using a webcam. The participant could select an 
eBook from an online library and the participant would read while the camera is recording.  
 Another limitation occurred due to the nature of conducting research within a public 
elementary school setting. We had 3 different snow days interrupting the progression of the 
intervention. Several of the participants were out for different reasons due to illness, vacation, 
and injury. Participant JC sustained a concussion outside of school hours and missed a week of 
school. We continued conducting sessions with Participant R and C instead of waiting for JC to 
return to school. This resulted in increased pairing sessions for Participants R and C. Likewise, 
Participant E was out for a week due to a cheer competition. These are difficult variables to 
control for and may impact elements of the study. 
 Another limitation of the study is that we did not control for the number of sessions each 
participant completed. Due to the correction procedure of the intervention, it was difficult for 
each participant to receive the same number of intervention sessions at the same time interval. 
That is why we waited for participants to meet criterion of the phase (i.e. three increases in 2-min 
intervals) before conducting CR+ for reading. We did conduct all CR+ for reading probe 
sessions at the same time within the classroom.  
 Future studies should focus on a component analysis of the collaborative features of the 
intervention. In the present study, the only components manipulated were the independent and 
reading components. A future study might compare the CIR treatment with either vocabulary or 
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comprehension drawing task. There are many future studies that can be conducted to test the 
different components of the intervention and the effects these components have on the outcomes. 
 Future studies should focus on testing the intervention with struggling readers. Gentilini 
and Greer (2019) observed increases in reading achievement and reinforcement value for reading 
with struggling readers in second grade; future research should identify if the current procedure 
has the same effects on older, struggling learner students Researchers suggest struggling readers 
benefit from oral mode of reading to improve comprehension.   
 Implications. We found that independent reading is important for increasing not only 
reinforcement for reading, but also reading achievement. We demonstrated this through a 
simultaneous treatment design where students were exposed to one of two treatments: 
Collaborative Silent Reading or Collaborative Shared Reading. Such reading interventions using 
components of peer-collaboration and silent reading should be implemented in classrooms 
nationwide. All participants met criterion of CR+ for reading in only one phase of the 
intervention. When we conducted a crossover on the participants who did not meet CR+ for 
reading after the CSR treatment, they too met criterion of CR+ for reading in only one phase. 
This very simple, and very concise intervention could greatly benefit students and educators 
alike. 
 Another implication is the importance for independent silent reading time in schools. 
Trainin et al (2015) emphasize the importance of silent reading during reading instruction. 
Students who engage in silent reading read at a faster pace and therefore contact a higher number 
of words. Because of this, more comprehension occurs. Although fewer words may be 
comprehended during silent reading measures (55% as opposed to 59%), more words are read 
(3,060 as opposed to 2,149 in oral reading) during a 20-min reading period (McCallum et al., 
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2004). Because we know CR+ for reading and reading achievement can be increased through a 
peer collaborative reading intervention, considering these implications is critical when 
developing new curricula and interventions for children. 
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Classification c  
          
 
1 
JC 9 M CIR d Caucasian No 40 64% no 
 R 10 M CSR e Caucasian No 40 65% no 
 
2 
F 10 M CIR Asian No 40 28% IEP: ADHD 
 C 10 M CSR Caucasian No 40 51% IEP: ADHD 
 
3 
T 9 M CIR African American No 40 29% no 
 
 J 10 M CSR Caucasian No 40 7% IEP: Speech 
 
4 
D 9 M CIR Caucasian No 40 38% no 
 E 9 F CSR Caucasian No 40 38% no 
 
Note. DRA = Developmental Reading Assessment; CR+ Value = percentage of 120 10-s intervals spent reading as measured by the CR+ for reading probe; CIR 
= Collaborative Independent Reading; CSR = Collaborative Shared Reading; IEP = Independent Education Plan; ADHD = Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 
Disorder 
a The Developmental Reading Assessment is used to assess participants’ reading level. Upon entrance to the intervention, all participants completed the 
assessment to determine their reading levels. All participants entered the study reading on grade-level. 
b Participants were placed in dyads based on their DRA level and CR+ preintervention probe sessions (in percentage).  
c iReady Reading diagnostic indicated whether participants were on, <1 grade level below or >2 grade levels below. All participants were on grade level prior to 
entering the study. 
d Collaborative Independent Reading was the treatment condition where participants read independently while collaborating on comprehensive tasks. 
e Collaborative Shared Reading was the treatment condition where participants engaged in shared reading while collaborating on comprehensive 
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Table 2 
Materials needed for intervention and probe sessions. 
Procedure Materials 
 
Conditioned Reinforcement for Reading 
Probe 
 
Data sheet, timer, book 
Woodcock Johnson® Assessment 
 
Assessment booklet, data sheet for 
experimenter 
Gray Silent Reading Tests Assessment booklet A and B, answer sheet, 
answer key, grade equivalency conversion 
chart 
Peer-yoked Contingency Intervention 
 
Two copies of same book (chosen by 

















Percentage of Interobserver Agreement for the Conditioned Reinforcement for Reading probe, 














Probe sessions Conducted in situ (48%) 38% 85% 
Probe sessions Conducted through Video (67%) 72% 88% 
Collaborative Reading Procedures 100% 100% 
Reading Achievement Assessments 100% 100% 

























Number of sessions, total minutes spent in treatment, for all participants. Pre- and postintervention measures are also displayed in 
this table as well as differences in grade equivalency scores after we conducted postintervention probe sessions on all participants. 
Note. WJ-IV Comp = Woodcock Johnson Battery Assessment IV Subtest 4 (Passage Comprehension); WJ-IV Vocab = Woodcock Johnson Battery Assessment IV, Subtest 17a &17b (Vocabulary); 
GSRT = Gray Silent Reading Tests. GE = Grade Equivalent; CIR = Collaborative Independent Reading; CSR = Collaborative Shared Reading. 
a Posttest measures were conducted upon completion of the conditioned reinforcement value for reading intervention at 80% of the intervals spent reading two consecutive times. b Difference in GE were 



























a Post Test 
Measures 
 














WJ-IV Comp: 3.9 
WJ-IV Vocab: 2.6 
GSRT: 3.5 
 
WJ-IV Comp: 6.3 
WJ-IV Vocab: 4.8 
GSRT:  7.8 
 
WJ-IV Comp: + 2.4 
WJ-IV Vocab: + 2.2 
GSRT: + 4.3 




WJ-IV Comp: 4.9 
WJ-IV Vocab: 7.7 
GSRT: 4.0 
WJ-IV Comp: 7.0 
WJ-IV Vocab: 7.7 
GSRT: 5.2 
WJ-IV Comp: +2.1 
WJ-IV Vocab: +0 
GSRT: +1.2 




WJ-IV Comp: 3.9 
WJ-IV Vocab: 6.4 
GSRT: 8.2 
WJ-IV Comp: 5.1 
WJ-IV Vocab: 10.9 
GSRT: 7.0 
WJ-IV Comp: +1.2 
WJ-IV Vocab: +4.5 
GSRT: -1.2 




WJ-IV Comp: 5.5 
WJ-IV Vocab: 8.6 
GSRT: 4.0 
WJ-IV Comp: 4.5 
WJ-IV Vocab: 7.7 
GSRT: 5.5 
WJ-IV Comp: -1.0 
WJ-IV Vocab: -0.9 
GSRT: +1.5 





WJ-IV Comp: 3.9 
WJ-IV Vocab: 4.0 
GSRT: 3.5 
WJ-IV Comp: 5.1 
WJ-IV Vocab: 5.8 
GSRT: 5.5 
WJ-IV Comp: +1.2 
WJ-IV Vocab: +1.8 
GSRT: +2.0 




WJ-IV Comp: 4.3 
WJ-IV Vocab: 5.3 
GSRT: 3.5 
WJ-IV Comp: 4.8 
WJ-IV Vocab: 5.1 
GSRT: 3.5 
WJ-IV Comp: +0.5 
WJ-IV Vocab: -0.2 
GSRT: +0 
D CIR 3 Yes 4 96 WJ-IV Comp: 2.5 
WJ-IV Vocab: 4.0 
GSRT: 5.2 
WJ-IV Comp:  5.7 
WJ-IV Vocab: 4.4 
GSRT: 8.2 
WJ-IV Comp: +3.2 
WJ-IV Vocab: +0.4 
GSRT: +3.0 
E CSR 4 No 5 118 WJ-IV Comp: 4.3 
WJ-IV Vocab: 2.9 
GSRT: 4.8 
WJ-IV Comp: 4.5 
WJ-IV Vocab: 3.4 
GSRT: 4.5 
WJ-IV Comp: +0.2 
WJ-IV Vocab: +0.5 
GSRT: -0.3 






Crossover treatment sessions for Participants R, C, J, and E, total minutes spent in treatment. Pre- and both Post-test measures are 




































a Post CSR 
Treatment GE 
 
Post CIR Treatment 
GE 
 
b Difference in 
Grade Equivalency 
between Post CIR 

















WJ-IV Comp: 4.9 
WJ-IV Vocab: 7.7 
GSRT: 4.0 
 
WJ-IV Comp: 7.0 
WJ-IV Vocab: 7.7 
GSRT: 5.2 
 
WJ-IV Comp: 5.5 
WJ-IV Vocab: 8.5 
GSRT: 3.5 
 
WJ-IV Comp: +0.6 
WJ-IV Vocab:  +0.8 
GSRT:  -0.5 






384 WJ-IV Comp: 5.5 
WJ-IV Vocab: 8.6 
GSRT: 4.0 
WJ-IV Comp: 4.5 
WJ-IV Vocab: 7.7 
GSRT: 5.5 
WJ-IV Comp: 7.7 
WJ-IV Vocab: 12.9 
GSRT: 3.5 
WJ-IV Comp: +2.2 
WJ-IV Vocab: +4.3 
GSRT:  -0.5 






228 WJ-IV Comp: 4.3 
WJ-IV Vocab: 5.3 
GSRT: 3.5 
WJ-IV Comp: 4.8 
WJ-IV Vocab: 5.1 
GSRT: 3.5 
WJ-IV Comp: 4.9 
WJ-IV Vocab: 8.6 
GSRT: 6.2 
WJ-IV Comp: +0.6 
WJ-IV Vocab: +3.3 
GSRT: +2.7 
E Yes 4 9 110 228 WJ-IV Comp: 4.3 
WJ-IV Vocab: 2.9 
GSRT: 4.8 
WJ-IV Comp: 4.5 
WJ-IV Vocab: 3.4 
GSRT: 4.5 
WJ-IV Comp: 4.9 
WJ-IV Vocab: 3.7 
GSRT: 5.2 
WJ-IV Comp: +0.6 
WJ-IV Vocab: +0.8 
GSRT: +0.4 
 
Note. WJ-IV Comp = Woodcock Johnson Battery Assessment IV Subtest 4 (Passage Comprehension); WJ-IV Vocab = Woodcock Johnson Battery Assessment IV, Subtest 17a &17b (Vocabulary); 
GSRT = Gray Silent Reading Tests. GE = Grade Equivalent; CIR = Collaborative Independent Reading; CSR = Collaborative Shared Reading. 
a Posttest measures were conducted upon completion of the conditioned reinforcement value for reading intervention at 80% of the intervals spent reading two consecutive times. b Difference in GE 
were calculated by subtracting pretest measures from posttest measures. Pre- and Post measures were conducted with forms A and B for both WJ-IV and GSRT. 
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  Table 6 
Preintervention and Postintervention 
























JC CIR* 3.9 6.3 2.6 4.8 3.5 7.8 
R CSR* 4.9 7.0 7.7 7.7 4.0 5.2 
F CIR 3.9 5.1 6.4 10.9 8.2 7.0 
C CSR 5.5 4.5 8.6 7.7 4.0 5.5 
T CIR 3.9 5.1 4.0 5.8 3.5 5.5 
J CSR 4.3 4.8 5.3 5.1 3.5 3.5 
D CIR 2.5 5.7 4.0 4.4 5.2 8.2 
E CSR 4.3 4.5 2.9 3.4 4.8 4.5 
Note. WJ-IV Comprehension = Woodcock Johnson Battery Assessment; GSRT = Gray Silent Reading Tests; GE = 
Grade Equivalency; CIR = Collaborative Independent Reading; CSR = Collaborative Shared Reading 
a WJ-IV pre- and post assessment was delivered using form A and form B. 









  Table 7 
Preintervention and Postintervention 









WJ-IV Vocabulary (GE) 
 
GSRT (GE)b 












R 4.9 7.0 5.5 7.7 7.7 8.5 4.0 5.2 3.5 
C 5.5 4.5 7.7 8.6 7.7 12.9 4.0 5.5 3.5 
J 4.3 4.8 4.9 5.3 5.1 8.6 3.5 3.5 6.2 
E 4.3 4.5 4.9 2.9 3.4 3.7 4.8 4.5 5.2 
Note. WJ-IV Comprehension = Woodcock Johnson Battery Assessment; GSRT = Gray Silent Reading Tests; GE = 
Grade Equivalency; CIR = Collaborative Independent Reading; CSR = Collaborative Shared Reading 
a WJ-IV pre-  and post assessment was delivered using form A and form B. 
b GSRT pre-  and post assessment was delivered using form A and form B. 




























  Table 8 
 
Mean increases in reading 
achievement scores for WJ-IV 
passage comprehension and vocabulary, and GSRT for all treatment groups. We calculated the 






of CIR  
Range Mean GE 
Increase 
of CSR  



















WJ-IV vocabulary 2.3 0.4 – 4.5 -0.2 -0.9 – 0.5 2.3 0.8 – 4.3 
GSRT 2.02 -1.2 – 4.3 0.6 -0.3 – 1.5 0.5 -0.5 – 2.7 
CR+ for Reading  47% 18 – 58% 19% -3 – 40% 46% 21 – 81%  
Note. We calculated the mean increases of the crossover treatment by subtracting the pre-intervention 
























Figure 1: Progression of entire procedure across all treatment conditions and participants before 
crossover condition. Criterion to acquire CR+ for reading was 80% or greater across two consecutive 
sessions.  
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Figure 2: Crossover treatment procedure for Participants R, C, J, and E. We implemented this procedure 
after CR+ for reading was not established in the CSR treatm
Dyads 
R & C 
J & E 
 













intervention at same 
time interval 









with 2-min increase in 
time for a second 
phase 
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Figure 3: Intervention graphs for all participants. Each participant was paired in both a dyad to compare 
acquisition of conditioned reinforcement and reading achievement scores. Participants JC and F were 
paired respectively with Participants R and C. Participants T and D were paired with Participants J and E. 
The above graphs represent the 4th step of the intervention procedure where the participants drew a scene 
from the story the read. Three consecutive increases in 2 min of time indicated criterion met for the phase 
of the intervention. The solid black line represents a CR+ for reading probe whereas dotted lines represent 
the increase in time interval for the intervention. 
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Figure 4: Pre-intervention and postintervention CR+ for reading probe sessions for all dyads. Each 
participant was paired with another participant in the opposite treatment condition. Each participant 
underwent the Collaborative Independent Reading (CIR)treatment or the Collaborative Shared Reading 
(CSR) treatment. Once one participant in the dyad met criterion for CR+ for reading, intervention stopped 





Figure 5: Mean pre- and postintervention percentages for CR+ for reading probe sessions for all 
participants. Participant JC and R were Dyad 1, F and C were Dyad 2, T and J were Dyad 3 and D and E 





Figure 6: Mean preintervention and postintervention CR+ for reading probe sessions measured as a 
percentage of 10 s intervals in 20 minute sessions across all treatment conditions for all participants. 
Mean was calculated by adding all pre-CR+ for reading probe sessions for each participant and dividing 





Figure 7: Preintervention and postintervention reading achievement grade equivalencies for all 
participants. We assessed each participant prior to entering intervention and again upon one participant in 
the dyad met CR+ for reading. We also conducted a crossover treatment where participants in CSR 
treatment went through the CIR treatment.
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Figure 8: Mean increases in grade equivalency for each participant. Participants JC and R were yoked 
into Dyad 1, F and C were Dyad 2, T and J were Dyad 3, D and E were Dyad 4. All participants in CIR 
treatment met CR+ for reading criterion of 80% first. GE are also reported for Participants R, C, J, and E 





Figure 9: Mean reading achievement increases per group after intervention. A mean was determined by 
adding all preintervention reading achievement scores of all participant in each treatment condition and 
dividing that number by 4 (number of participants in either treatment) and subtracting that number by the 
mean postintervention reading achievement scores. The mean score of postintervention measures was 
determined the same way but with the postintervention reading achievement measures. Increase was 
calculated by subtracting the preintervention mean scores from the postintervention mean scores.  
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  Appendix A 
Comprehension Drawing Task 
Student Sheet 
Book Title: ______________________________ 
Chapter: ________________________________ 
Pages Read: ____________________________ 
 
Draw a picture of your favorite scene. Please look back in the text of specific details. Be sure to 
include as many details as possible. 
 Friend’s Response: 






Is this correct or incorrect? _______________ 
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  Appendix B 
Vocabulary Task Student Sheet 
Pick three words you find interesting from the pages you read. Be sure to write the 
page number you found the word, and define what you think it means. when you 
are finished, be sure to trade papers with your partner and discuss if you agree with 

































  Appendix C 
Data Sheet for CR+ for Reading 
Probe Procedure 
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  Appendix D 
Sample of Correct Responses in the 
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 To continue the quote from Skinner in Chapter I, “We shouldn’t teach great books; we 
should teach a love of reading. Knowing the contents of a few works of literature is a trivial 
achievement. Being inclined to go on reading is a great achievement” (Evans, 1968 p. 73). 
It is of great importance that we, as educators and scientist alike, understand the foundations that 
a great reader is built upon. Motivation, interest, and reinforcement value are three different 
terms used to describe what Skinner called, a love of reading.  
Major Findings 
 I propose, that this current body of research establishes a love of reading in a way that has 
not been done before. In Experiment I, I asked: What correlations exist between reinforcement 
value of reading and reading achievement? I found that significant positive correlations existed 
in all standardized reading assessments used and the level of reinforcement value as measured by 
10s whole intervals in a 20-min reading probe session (Bly & Greer, 2019). Students who have a 
high reinforcement value for reading had higher comprehension scores on reading achievement 
scores measuring reading comprehension. 
  In Experiment II, I asked if a peer-collaborative, multicomponent reading intervention 
could establish reading as a reinforcer in participants without CR+ for reading. I also examined if 
this established reinforcement value for reading would have an effect on reading achievement in 
postintervention measures. I used a peer collaborative, multicomponent reading intervention with 
six participants functioning on or below reading level. The multicomponent procedure included: 
(1) a shared reading period, (2) a collaborative vocabulary task (3) an independent reading 
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period, and (4) collaborative comprehension drawing task. All participants in the intervention 
acquired CR+ for reading through the peer-collaborative, multicomponent intervention. I also 
observed significant increases in grade level across all participants in both reading 
comprehension and vocabulary (1.7 grade levels for WJ-IV passage comprehension, 0.3 grade 
levels for WJ-IV vocabulary, and 1.1 grade levels for GSRT). 
 In Experiment III, I asked, (a) can the results of Experiment II be replicated with a 
individuals with different academic profiles? (b) What impact does the independent reading vs 
shared reading component of the original multicomponent intervention have on conditioning 
reading as a reinforcer? (c) What is the overall effect of either component on reading 
achievement? To answer these questions, I conducted a component analysis on the 
multicomponent peer-collaborative procedure using two treatments: The Collaborative 
Independent Reading Treatment (CIR) and the Collaborative Shared Reading Treatment (CSR). I 
used a simultaneous treatment design with a crossover to test the effects of establishing 
conditioned reinforcement for reading on reading achievement using the two different 
treatments. Because none of the participants in the CSR treatment acquired CR+ for reading after 
one phase of the intervention, I conducted a crossover procedure where they went through the 
CIR treatment. All participants who went through the CIR treatment, including the participants 
in the crossover, only required one phase of the intervention with a mean pairing time of 120 min 
total with a range of 96 to 162-min to complete one phase.  
 The participants in the initial CIR treatment group increased in reading level 2.0 grade 
levels for WJ-IV passage comprehension, 2.3 grade levels for WJ-IV vocabulary, and 2.0 grade 
levels for GSRT. The participants in the CSR treatment increased a mean of only 0.5 grade levels 
in WJ-IV passage comprehension, decreased 0.2 grade levels in WJ-IV vocabulary, and increased 
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0.6 grade levels for the GSRT. After going through the CIR treatment, the participants made 
significant gains in achievement for the WJ-IV assessments. For WJ-IV passage comprehension, 
the participants increased by a mean of 1 grade level, For the WJ-IV vocabulary, the participants 
increased by a mean of 2.3 grade levels. The participants only increased by a mean of 0.5 grade 
levels in the GSRT.  
Implications  
  We can make several definitive claims about the results of Experiments 2 and 3 and how 
they address gaps in research. First, the peer collaborative multicomponent intervention was 
effective in conditioning reinforcement value for reading for all participants in Experiments 2, 
and 3, but only when the intervention had the independent reading component. In Experiment II, 
using the original peer collaborative multicomponent intervention, four participants in 
Experiment II acquired CR+ for reading after two phases of the intervention and two participants 
only acquired CR+ for reading after one phase. In Experiment III, all participants acquired CR+ 
for reading after one phase of the CIR intervention. 
 Second, the collaborative independent reading (CIR) treatment procedure established 
CR+ for reading faster than the shared reading condition (CSR) and the original procedure. 
Participants in CIR treatment and crossover treatment acquired CR+ for reading in a mean of 120 
min (96-162), whereas Participants in Experiment II acquired CR+ for reinforcement in a mean 
of 206 min (120-260). It is of interest to note, that two participants in the CSR treatment went 
through two phases of the intervention (274 min) and did not acquire CR+ for reinforcement 
until they went through one phase of CIR (110 min). 
 Third, in Experiment III, the CIR treatment produced higher gains in reading 
achievement than the CSR treatment and original treatment used in Experiment II. Although the 
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participants in Experiment II acquired CR+ for reinforcement, they had lower gains in academics 
than those in Experiment III who also acquired CR+ for reinforcement. This suggests that 
although the acquisition of CR+ for reading increases reading achievement, CR+ for reading 
acquired through CIR produced significantly higher increases in achievement. 
 Fourth, vocabulary gains were significantly higher for participants who went through the 
CIR treatment than participants in the CSR treatment or Experiment II. Participants in 
Experiment III had mean gains of 2.3 grade levels with a range of 0.4 to 4.5 in vocabulary after 
going through the CIR treatment whereas the participants in Experiment II only had mean gains 
of 0.3 grade levels with a range of -0.4 to 1.2. Similarly, participants who initially underwent the 
CSR treatment had a mean decrease in vocabulary of 0.2 grade levels with a range of -0.9 to 0.5. 
This supports the evidence that not only was the independent reading component more effective 
in conditioning reading as a reinforcer, but also in increasing vocabulary levels.  
 Fifth, the independent reading treatment resulted in greater increases in reading 
comprehension measures than the shared reading treatment as well as the original procedure. The 
participants in the CIR treatment of Experiment III had mean gains of 2.0 grade levels for both 
the WJ-IV passage comprehension and the GSRT whereas the participants in the CSR treatment 
only had an increase of 0.5 grade levels and 0.6 grade levels for WJ-IV passage comprehension 
and GSRT respectively. The participants in Experiment II had increases of 1.7 grade levels for 
WJ-IV for passage comprehension and 1.1 for GSRT.  
 Implications of peer-collaboration procedure 
  Bryan, Fawson, and Reutzel, (2003) found that little research has been dedicated to 
combining social interactions and verbal feedback to increasing both the reinforcement and 
effectiveness of independent reading. Bryan et al, also determined that students who participate 
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in conversation about what they read were more engaged readers. Guthrie et al., (2007) 
determined collaboration and social interactions in reading increased motivation to complete 
reading activities and were associated with students’ reading grades and test scores (Baker & 
Wigfield, 1990; Sweet, Guthrie, & Wigfield, 1998) The results from Experiments 2 and 3 
indicate that the peer-collaborative multicomponent procedure was functional in establishing 
CR+ for reading. This is a pioneer study as the intervention can be used to increase the 
reinforcement value of reading for both students who undergo the procedure.  Anecdotally, 
participants in both Experiments 1 and 2, requested reading time after undergoing the 
intervention procedure and engaged in conversation about the literature with either their peers or 
teachers.  
 The results of all experiments indicate a conditioning of reinforcement value for reading 
through a peer-collaborative procedure. Within behavior analysis, peer-collaborative procedures 
used to condition stimuli as reinforcers are called peer-yoked contingencies. A peer-yoked 
contingency (Davies-Lackey, 2005; Greer & Ross, 2008; Rothstein, & Gautreax, 2007; Stolfi, 
2005) implies a social collaboration of both people working towards an end goal; one cannot 
contact reinforcement without the other. It is a tactic used within interventions as a means of 
conditioning stimuli as reinforcement by establishing a motivating operation to respond correctly 
(Greer & Ross, 2008). In the case of the multicomponent reading intervention procedure, 
participants worked towards earning 10 min of free time together functioned to condition reading 
content as a reinforcer. An important shift in stimulus control occurred when the reinforcement 
of earning free time shifts to the reinforcement of reading content, that is, a transformation of 
reinforcement stimuli is established (Greer & Ross, 2008; Sidman, 1971).  
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 Peer-yoked contingencies have been used across various interventions in our laboratory 
to condition specific learning repertoires. These repertoires include: conditioned reinforcement 
for social listener reinforcement (Davies-Lackey, 2005; Sterkin, 2012; Stolfi, 2005), conditioned 
reinforcement for reading content, (Cumiskey Moore, 2017), conditioned reinforcement for 
mathematics, (Maurilus, 2018; O’Rourke, 2006), and the use of functional math algorithms, 
(Weber, 2016).  
 Conditioned reinforcement and reading  
 The importance of establishing conditioned reinforcement for observing and choosing 
books has been researched in various studies (Nuzolo-Gomez, Leonard, Rivera, & Greer, 2002; 
Greer & Ross, 2008; Singer-Dudek, Oblak & Greer, 2011). Tsai & Greer (2006) studied the 
effect of establishing a conditioned reinforcement for observing and choosing books on the rate 
of learning textual responses to word sets. Results from this study indicated participants required 
fewer learn units to meet criterion on textual responding after going through a stimulus-stimulus 
pairing procedure to condition books as a reinforcer (Tsai & Greer, 2006). Buttigieg (2015) also 
found that conditioning procedures for books could increase learning responses significantly in 
preschoolers.  
 Pereira-Delgado, Greer, Speckman, & Goswami (2009) tested the effects of conditioning 
reinforcement for print stimuli on match-to-match sample responding in preschoolers. This 
experiment conditioned reinforcement value for print stimuli with a stimulus-stimulus pairing 
procedure. Greer and Han (2015) also tested the establishment of conditioned reinforcement for 
observing 2D print on the emergence of match-to-sample repertoires. Mercorella (2017) 
established conditioned seeing responses through a peer-yoked narrative procedure. Bidirectional 
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Naming (BiN) and conditioned seeing responses were positively correlated with the student 
reading level and comprehension.  
 The current study adds to the existing body of research on conditioned reinforcement and 
peer-yoked contingencies. It also adds to the research conducted in our laboratory on the 
importance of establishing books, text, pictures, and now, content as reinforcers for students. The 
importance of establishing reading as a reinforcer is evident in the academic outcomes observed.  
 The behavior analytic 20 min eye-tracking procedure used in all three studies provides a 
framework to measure increases in reinforcement value for reading and should be implemented 
by educators and researchers alike. Educational researchers strengthen the argument that 
motivation for reading impacts academic achievement by adding this scientific procedure as a 
measure of motivation. The intervention also emphasizes the important pairing of instrumental 
reinforcement (i.e. receiving a reward for close reading) and hedonic reinforcement, (i.e. the 
reading for pleasure during post intervention CR+ for reading probes). 
Limitations 
 As described in both experiments, there were several limitations to the studies. Most can 
be attributed to the nature of conducting research in a classroom. In Experiment I, the sample 
size is only 30 students which may prove to be a limitation. All participants were also recruited 
from the same classroom. However, it should be noted that several studies have conducted 
analyses across different grade levels and found similar correlations (Cumiskey Moore, 2018, 
Gentilini & Greer, 2019). Another limitation is that in Experiment II, we only conducted one 
post-intervention CR+ for reading probe session for participants to determine stability of 
responding across participants. This is why, in Experiment III, criterion for CR+ for reading was 
80% or greater across two consecutive 20 min reading sessions.  
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 Limitations in Experiment III can be attributed to several participants being absent from 
school during the duration of the intervention. Participant JC sustained a concussion and was 
absent for a week; Participant T was ill for a week, and Participant E was at a cheer competition 
for a week. These, combined with school cancelation due to weather disrupted the flow of the 
implementation of the intervention procedures. Participants R and C were yoked with 
participants JC and F. When Participant JC was out for the head injury, we made the decision to 
continue Participants R and C in the CSR treatment. They met criterion for the intervention and 
we conducted a CR+ for reading probe. When both participants did not meet criterion of 80% in 
the probe session, we made the decision to re-enter them into a second phase of the intervention. 
When Participant JC returned, Participants R and C completed Phase 2 of the CSR treatment at 
the same time Participants JC and F finished Phase 1 of the CIR treatment. We conducted a post-
probe CR+ for reading session on all four participants. This may be viewed as a limitation since 
the yoked participants in the study did not receive the same number of phases in the intervention.  
Collaborative Independent Reading: Implications and future research 
 By examining the results of Experiment III, it is evident that collaborative independent 
reading impacts vocabulary and reading comprehension with students on and above reading level 
in fourth grade. The participants in this study increased in reading level significantly over a short 
period of time due to the collaborative independent reading procedure, even more so than those 
who were in the shared reading treatment. If there is evidence supporting the importance of 
independent silent reading, why do so few studies focus on increasing independent reading 
within classrooms? 
 Furthermore, a majority of reading instructional time is spent oral reading even though 
oral reading does not necessarily increase reading comprehension over silent reading (Brenner & 
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Hiebert, 2010; Trainin, Hiebert, & Wilson, 2015; Guthrie, Schafer, & Huang, 2001). Students 
who engage in silent reading typically read at a faster pace and therefore contact a higher number 
of words thus acquiring greater comprehension. McCallum, Sharp, Bell, and George (2004) 
reported that although approximately 55% of words were comprehended in silent reading as 
opposed to 59% of words in oral reading, 911 more words were read in a 20-min reading period 
for independent readers than oral readers (Schimmel & Ness, 2017). This may account for the 
greater increases in reading achievement for the participants in the Collaborative Independent 
Reading treatment in Experiment III. 
 To further emphasize this, Donavan, Smolkin, and Lomax (2000), reported that many 
classroom teachers were hesitant to implement silent reading practices within the classroom 
because they could not assure that struggling students could read the books they selected and 
were actually engaging in reading (Hiebert, Wilson, & Trainin, 2010). Furthermore, students 
achieving in the bottom quartile of their classes differed significantly when they read silently in 
an unguided structure (Hiebert et al., 2010; Trainin, Wilson, Hiebert, Erickson, & Laughridge, 
2007). Bryan et al., (2003) reported that without structured guidance and accountability, 
struggling readers failed to read. However, recent studies on independent silent reading reported 
that when the challenge level of the texts and the tasks of reading independently and silently 
were scaffolded and guided by the teacher, third-grade struggling readers could engage in the 
text successfully (Kamil, 2008; Kuhn et al, 2006; Reutzel, Fawson, & Smith, 2008; Vadasy & 
Sanders, 2008).  
 From our laboratory, Hill-Powell (2015) identified a relationship between silent reading 
and comprehension by implementing a peer-yoked contingency procedure with third-grade 
students. Participants had to independently read the same passage and correctly answer 
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comprehension questions in order to move up on a game board. Hill-Powell found that as 
independent reading skills developed, readers improved speed of reading and accuracy while 
also maintaining comprehension. Hill-Powell also compared adult silent reading versus aloud 
reading on comprehension and found that adults reading silently yielded greater comprehension 
than those reading aloud. This study was important because it demonstrated how to remedy 
deficits in fluency and comprehension between silent and oral reading. 
 The Collaborative Independent Reading intervention is a carefully scaffolded and guided 
intervention (i.e., behavioral principle of successive approximation) that uses scientific measures 
to increase students’: (a) time spent reading, (b) reinforcement value of reading, (c) and reading 
achievement. Future studies should focus on implementing this procedure with students who are 
struggling readers to determine effectiveness of the procedure. Will similar outcomes be 
observed if the procedure is applied to struggling learners? That is a question that must be 
answered.  
 Future studies should conduct a parametric analysis as well as a further component 
analyses to determine effectiveness of the collaborative multi-components of the intervention. To 
what level are the vocabulary and drawing component of the intervention important in impacting 
results? Future studies should examine these components either separately or between treatment 
groups. 
 Future studies should also identify differences in age levels for different components of 
the intervention. These studies were functional in increasing the value of reading content through 
the peer collaborative contingency intervention with fourth and fifth grade students. It was also 
functional with second grade students (Gentilini & Greer, 2019), however the procedure in 
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second grade was more effective when conducted with a teacher. Parametric and component 
analyses focused on addressing these questions should be conducted and implemented. 
 
Educational Significance 
 Fuchs, Fuchs, and Malone (2017), provide seven dimensions to improve the intensity of 
reading interventions in schools. I believe the educational significance of implementing the 
Collaborative Independent Reading (CIR) treatment meets each dimension proposed by Fuchs et 
al.  
 The first dimension is strength and suggests findings are derived from randomized 
control or experimental studies or from single case design studies. The CIR procedure was 
assessed in a single case experimental design study and provided functional results. The second 
dimension is dosage and refers to how often the intervention is implemented to small group 
sizes. The CIR procedure allowed students to receive intervention intensely until conditioned 
reinforcement for reading was acquired in a short period of time. The third dimension is 
alignment and refers to targeting appropriate reading skills and current reading levels by using 
small homogeneous groups. In the CIR procedure, all participants were matched on reading 
level, reading fluency, and level of reinforcement value for reading. The fourth dimension is 
attention to transfer and emphasizes importance of implementing intervention at all reading 
levels. Future studies of CIR should focus on transferring the procedure to students who are 
below reading level. The fifth dimension is comprehensiveness, meaning interventions should 
include modeling and immediate corrective feedback with cumulative review and practice. In the 
CIR procedure, participants received corrective feedback on the comprehension drawing task. 
The sixth dimension is behavior supports, and refers to training and encouraging self-regulation, 
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engagement, and motivation for task completion. The CIR procedure includes initial training of 
the procedure, but encourages autonomy and self-regulation for completing the task. In fact, in 
the CIR procedure, I anecdotally observed independence and motivation to complete the 
procedure by all participants after one session.  The last dimension is individualization, and 
refers to the importance of using data to monitor student performance so ongoing adjustments to 
interventions can be made. In the CIR procedure, the experimenters monitored completion of 
sessions and made decisions based on participant behavior progression through the intervention. 
 This study is groundbreaking in not only the field of behavior analysis, but also of 
educational research. With national reports suggesting the decrease in American children’s 
performance on reading achievement (National Center for Educational Statistics, 2016; National 
Reading Panel, 2000), implications and the educational significance of this study should not be 
ignored. The foundation of increasing reading achievement lies in the hands of researchers and 
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